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How to Order

BY PHONE: 01580 765600.Office hours 8.30am-5.00pm Monday-Friday, 
(also Saturdays mornings from October-March). Our knowledgeable and
friendly staff have all worked outside on the nursery and will be pleased to
answer any questions you may have.

BY POST: 
Hopes Grove Nurseries, Smallhythe Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 7LT

WEBSITE: www.hopesgrovenurseries.co.uk
We have secure online ordering, up-to-date availability together with photos
showing most of the sizes of products offered together with all our latest
special offers and pack deals.

BY FAX: 01580 766894.A quick and convenient way to order

BY E-MAIL: 
sales@hopesgrovenurseries.co.uk

Check out our excellent Feefo reviews

Delivery is now free for most orders and because we grow the vast majority of plants here at the nursery it is also quick, we can send them out to you within a day or two of ordering (although you can
of course choose to delay your delivery for a week or two if you need to prepare the site for planting first). Pre-season orders for seasonal plants such as bare root and root ball hedging are sent out as
soon as they are available (Normally October onwards for Rootballs and November onwards for bare root) and we will always willingly try to accommodate delivery on a specific day, this is more certain
you can give us a little notice. If you are organising help with planting on a certain day we would strongly recommend talking delivery a day or two before as our carriers can delivery as late as 7pm.

STANDARD PARCEL DELIVERY ITEMS 
Delivery is free for all standard parcel delivery items in our
catalogue for orders over £50 (excluding VAT), for orders under
£50 (excluding VAT) we charge a nominal £9.95 (+ VAT)
towards our costs. Our minimum order is £20 (excluding
delivery and VAT)

All items in our catalogue are standard delivery unless marked
with the pallet icon        please see below for these plants.

PALLET DELIVERY ITEMS
Some taller or heavier plants marked        are too large to be sent
out in parcels and are delivered to you on a pallet. Delivery of
these plants is still free to customers but the cost of delivery to
us is substantial so we need your order to be a minimum of £200
(excluding VAT) in order to qualify for free delivery. This can be
made up from any combination of plants.

Delivery of smaller orders including pallet delivery items under
£200 (ex VAT) is no problem but we do ask for a contribution of
£49.95 (+VAT) towards packing and delivery costs.

All pallet deliveries are booked in with you with a phone call from
our sales office on a mutually convenient day so you know when
your plants are coming.

WHOLESALE PACK DEALS
We have literally hundreds of these popular discounted deals on
our website in season, perfect if you need a lot of plants and can
buy in units of 100 plants. This is a very quick and efficient way
for us to work and we are delighted to acknowledge this with
generous discounts. Delivery is still free for these packs, but in
the spirit of wholesale we have a minimum order threshold of
£200 (+VAT) to qualify for free delivery. For smaller orders of
wholesale packs, we ask for a very reasonable contribution of
£9.95 (+VAT) towards delivery.

PALLET DEALS
Many of our hedging plants are available in generously
discounted pallet deals, by maximising the number of plants on a
pallet we can minimise the cost of delivery and pass this saving
on to you! Delivery is free for all pallet deals together with
discounts of up to 20% off our catalogue prices and you can add
any combination of other plants to your order and get them
delivered free as well!

DELIVERIES TO OUTLYING AREAS, HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS
Delivery surcharges apply to some Scottish Highland postcodes
and all deliveries over water, for a full list, up to date costs and a
map please check the delivery page of our website. These
delivery surcharges apply to all orders including pallet deals but
we will always try to keep these additional costs to a minimum.

COLLECTIONS
As we are a working and growing nursery with frequent tractor
and machinery movements we cannot ensure that we provide a
safe retail environment. We are therefore regrettably unable to
accommodate customers wishing to collect orders. 

We do however have a number of very popular open weekends
during the quieter summer months where customers can browse
a large section of our growing beds. While the range of plants is
not intended to mirror our catalogue, we have a great selection of
plants at ‘off the nursery’ cash and carry prices. Full details of
dates and opening times may be found at www.open4plants.co.uk

PRICES
All prices and charges are exclusive of VAT at the current rate.

PAYMENT 
Our preferred method of payment is by debit/credit card. We
will not take payment until we start to prepare your order,
usually a few days before delivery. Payment by BACS is welcome
for larger orders over £500, please ask for our bank details.
Please note that regretfully, we no longer accept cheques. 

DAMAGES AND NON DELIVERY
Whilst all due care and attention is taken to ensure your order is
delivered on time and in good condition accidents do
occasionally happen. We recommend plants are unpacked and
checked as soon as reasonably possible after delivery and that
we are notified of any damages, shortages or problems within 10
days of delivery after which you are deemed to have accepted
the plants and no further claim will be entertained.

ORDER CANCELLATIONS
We realise unforeseen circumstances may sometimes give need
for orders to be cancelled, on such occasions we do regretfully
have to apply a 10% handling charge to cover our administration
costs. There is no charge for orders cancelled within one week of
being placed.

PREPARING FOR THE ARRIVAL OF YOUR PLANTS
Our carriers will deliver your plants on a weekday when you may
not be able to plant immediately or the ground may be frozen. If
you have ordered bare rooted plants prepare a small area of
ground in a sheltered spot before they are delivered so that they
can be unpacked and heeled in quickly. The roots should be
soaked in water for up to one hour if they are dry. Pot grown and
Rootballed plants should be unpacked and stood in a sheltered
area before planting and water well if they appear dry.

PLANTING AND CULTURAL INSTRUCTIONS
Before your plants arrive we will send straightforward but
detailed instructions on planting to give your plants a good start.
Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to
phone our office, our staff will be pleased to answer any
questions you may have.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
All orders are subject to our standard terms and conditions
which may be viewed on our website.

Delivery Charges & Information

The ultimate height and spread of any given tree or shrub is always dictated by the soil and
climatic conditions where it is planted. No-one, however expert can accurately predict the
future size of a given plant in a particular situation. For this reason we are no longer including
absolute measurements (e.g. 20ft) for ultimate height. We have instead used a widely
accepted system below which represents more accurately the range of heights that a plant
can be expected to attain in reasonable conditions.

Dwarf Shrub 1-3ft  Small Shrub 3-5ft  Small Tree up to 30ft  Medium Tree 30-50ft
Medium Shrub 6-10ft  Large Shrub over 10ft  Large Tree over 50ft

= PALLET DELIVERY These plants are too large or heavy to send out with our usual parcel
carriers and are therefore delivered on pallets. Our usual carriage and packing charge does
not apply, see above for further details.

= COLLECTION OR DIRECT DELIVERY ONLY See above for further details.

= ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AWARD OF GARDEN MERIT (RHS.AGM)
Plants carrying this symbol have been classed as outstanding for garden use after RHS trials.

Terms & Abbreviations Used In The Catalogue

OUR PRICE GUARANTEE
At Hopes Grove Nurseries we proudly offer the highest quality of
plants and service at the best prices available anywhere. As a
genuine growing nursery (a rarity these days!) with over 70 acres of
trees and no middle man we can offer genuine ‘direct from the
nursery pricing’. If you can find the same plants at a cheaper price we
want to hear about it.! Not only will we match any like for like
product you see at a cheaper price, we will give you an extra 10% of
the difference as a further discount!

Take us up on our offer if you can! Just call us on 01580 765600 or e-
mail (sales@hopesgrovenurseries.co.uk) with the name of the plant,
the quantity and size you want to order and a link to the page of the

Website where it is cheaper and we will be pleased to honour the
above offer subject to the following conditions:

a) Excludes auction sites and private sellers.

b) Products must be identical including plant age, size and quantity.

c) Websites where the discounted price can only be achieved
through a discount code are excluded.

d) We will match the total price inclusive of any relevant delivery
cost that apply.

e) The value of the plants you require must be at least £100 at
Hopes Grove Nurseries current prices excluding VAT.

NEWDELIVERY IS NOW FREE FOR MOST ORDERS - SEE BELOW FOR DETAILS
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At hopes Grove Nurseries we grow a huge selection of sizes from the smallest 1 year old seedlings through to super-sized bushy rootballed plants for instant effect, not to mention a complete
selection of sizes in pots. Our instant hedging products are available in a range of sizes to give immediate landscape impact. The photos below are intended as a guide to the sizes in our catalogue
but please do remember that different species will have varying habits of growth, plants of the same species are all individuals and will not be an absolute carbon copy of each other.

Plant Size Guide
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BR = bare rooted seedlings or cuttings 
The smallest and most economical one year old
plants grown from either seeds or cuttings,
easy to transport and plant but some patience
is required to create a hedge. Suitable for ‘slit
planting’ as the root system in not normally
extensive. Best planted at a higher density to
allow for a few losses. Available during the
bare root season from November until April.

RB = rootballed plants 
These are large and sturdy plants for instant impact
and coverage that are grown in our fields at a wide
spacing for bushiness. They are carefully lifted from

the soil by our specialist machine with the
immediate soil and root system which is wrapped in
hessian to contain the soil during transport. A good
alternative to instant hedging. Great value bushy
plants that are available from October until may.

Pot grown – 2 litre pots : P2litre
Usually a 2 year old plant that has been re
potted from a cutting or small pot with more
space and compost. While they are small
enough to not break the bank, they do have
some impact after planting. A popular size 
that we offer most species in. Available all 

year round.

Pot grown –  10 litre pots : P10 litre
These larger specimens have usually been re
potted from 3 litre pots and grown on with lots
of space and a tailored diet of water and

fertiliser dispensed through our drip irrigation
system.  Most species will have a bamboo cane
to keep them nice and straight. Available all

year round.

TR = bare rooted transplants
These plants are usually 2 or 3 years old, they
have been lifted and re planted at a wider
spacing on the nursery to produce a sturdier
plant with a more extensive root system. Great
value plants available in a huge variety of

species. Available during the bare root season
from November until April.

MDN = bare rooted maiden tree
A young bare rooted tree that has been grafted
onto a rootstock and grown on for one growing
season. This is the most cost effective way to
buy ornamental trees. Normally supplied at

100-150cm tall depending on the variety, some
varieties will naturally produce side branches
while others will just be a single stem at this age.

Available from November until March.

Pot grown – 3 litre pots : P3litre
Larger and more developed 2 or 3 year old
hedging plants that have usually been

trimmed  during their time on the nursery and
have had more space. These plants are similar
in size to the majority of shrubs you would see
in a typical garden centre. Large enough to
make some impact on planting. Available all

year round.

Pot grown – 15 litre pots : P15litre
These more mature plants are great for

instant effect, they have been re potted from
either 5 litre pots or young rootballed plants
and then grown on with extra space in our tree
lines. They give great coverage when used at 2
or 3 plants per metre to establish an (almost)
instant hedge. Available all year round.

FW = bare rooted feathered whips
A young bare rooted tree that can be 2, 3 or 4
years old with a good degree of ‘feathering’

(furnished with young side branches). These are
high quality bare root plants grown with extra
space specifically for hedging purposes to give

coverage from low down on the stem. A little more
expensive but still great value. Available during the
bare root season from November until April.

Pot grown – 9cm pots : P9cm. 
These are great little ‘starter plants’ and will
give fantastic results on a restricted budget
with just a little care and attention in the early
stages after planting. Usually 1 year old, we
sell literally tens of thousands of these every
year in a wide range of species. Available all

year round.

Pot grown – 4 & 5 litre pots : P4litre, P5litre
A larger grade of plant often with a good

degree of height without being too expensive,
many of our customers come to the conclusion
that this is the ‘sweet spot’ between the
smaller specimens and the larger and more
expensive plants that their budget wont quite

push to. Available all year round.

Pot grown – 25 litre pots :P25litre  
These are the largest pot grown hedging
plants to give immediate impact on planting
and coverage, similar in stature and bushiness
to large rootball plants. As there is no root
disturbance, these plants often go ahead a

little more quickly than a rootball plant making
them popular with customers seeking a fast
covering hedge. Available all year round.

FT = bare rooted feathered trees 
Older and more developed than feathered whips, these
trees have had extra space on the nursery to produce a
plant with a more extensive branch structure. Normally
4 or 5 years old these are the largest bare root hedging
plants we sell. Good for immediate effect when the
budget won’t quite accommodate rootballed or large
potted hedging plants. Available during the bare root

season from November until April.

Pot grown – 1 litre pots : P1litre
A larger version of the 9cm pots, these 1 litre
pots have at least twice the volume of compost
and are either 1 or 2 years old depending on
the species. Still easy to plant and handle but
just that bit bigger, they represent very good

value. Available all year round.

Pot grown – 7.5 litre pots :P7.5litre 
We use this pot size for the ‘shrubbier’

species that we grow on from 2 or 3 litre pots
with lots of space and attention to pinching
and trimming to make them into bushy
specimens. They will usually give good

coverage if planted at 2-3 plants per metre.
Available all year round.

Instant hedging
Purpose grown units of hedging usually grown in
1 metre sections. These can be supplied as young
troughs with heights up to 1 metre or so that
have been trimmed at the sides a number of
times or larger and more mature trough hedges
with heights between 1 and 2 metres depending
on the species. We also supply ‘show garden’
quality hedge elements for truly instant privacy.

Available all year round.
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ROOTGROW MYCORRHIZAL FUNGI (FRIENDLY FUNGI)

Key Benefits of Planting with RootGrow
RootGrow enhances a plant root system so a newly planted plant:

• Finds more food, finds more water.

• Needs less fertiliser.

• Establishes quicker and reduces failure rates.

• Has increased tolerance to drought and adverse soil conditions.

• These fungi are completely natural and organic and native to UK soils 
and this is the first such product to be recommended by the RHS.

How Do They Work?
Mycorrhizal fungi are widespread throughout nature and are fundamental to plant growth and development. Over 90% of plants
associate with these natural organisms as a mechanism for sustained water and nutrient supply.

These fungi colonise the plant roots, extending the root system into the surrounding soil through an extensive network of threadlike
fungal filaments (up to a kilometre in 1kg of soil). This network acts as a secondary root system extracting water and nutrients from a
far greater volume of soil than would be possible by the plants own root system alone. This is shown by the Larch seedlings in the
picture, the volume of soil filled by larger red/brown Larch roots is greatly increased by the secondary white network of the fungi.
This established secondary root network allows links between all of the plants which can then share the increased supply of water
and nutrients throughout the plant community.

It is now recognised that the lack of the Mycorrhizal relationship is a major cause of poor plant and tree establishment. While a plant
will gradually develop its own Mycorrhizal root system, planting them with RootGrow will speed this process up. It can take 3 years
for it to develop naturally, while using RootGrow can get the Mycorrhizal root system established in one month.

Bone Meal
The only fertiliser we recommend for planting new trees, shrubs and hedges. A natural organic slow release feed promoting strong healthy root growth. A
small sparing handful should be well mixed with the soil for each plant, less for small closely spaced plants such as Box and Lavender. As a rough guide 1
kilo is sufficient for 15 metres of general hedge planting.

1kg pack  £2.99 5kg pack  £12.99 25kg pack  £35.99

After Plant Evergreen Bio-active Fertiliser
A great fertiliser for both new and established evergreen hedging and other garden plants, After Plant Evergreen is a fertiliser with Rootgrow, nitrogen
fixing bacteria and seaweed, it is ideal for complementing Rootgrow used at the time of planting. After plant evergreen will promote healthy root
development and keep evergreen foliage looking healthy and fresh throughout the season
Apply to the soil around your plants as a top dressing incorporating it gently into the top few centimetres and then water in well if it the weather is dry.
Apply at the rate of 25g (roughly a small handful) per metre of hedge or for general garden use, 25g per square metre of bed. After plant is also a great
product for freshening up tired evergreens in containers, especially topiary plants using the same rate per square metre of pot surface as a guide, ideally
with the addition of some fresh compost and well-watered in.

1kg pack (sufficient for 40 metres of hedge) £7.99

Empathy all-purpose Seaweed Bio-Stimulant
A useful professional grade seaweed fertiliser with bio stimulants manufactured from sustainably harvested kelp, supplied in a ready to use liquid
concentrate for use on all types of plants. The natural hormones in the fertiliser are taken up by plants and will promote stronger growth of roots and
shoots while encouraging beneficial bacteria, soil microbes and mycorrhizal fungi on plant roots. 
Empathy all-purpose seaweed fertiliser is simply diluted in a large watering can and may then be applied to the soil or directly to the foliage. Empathy
seaweed fertiliser will benefit all newly planted hedges, especially Box hedges and topiary as this is an excellent source of Magnesium to promote a rich
and healthy deep green colour.

Supplied in a 1 litre pack, sufficient for up to 50 watering cans of diluted feed £7.49

Accessories

Application
Sprinkle RootGrow evenly into the base of the planting hole, the granules must touch the plant roots. Also available in a gel mix pack which is combined with water so plants roots may be dipped
before planting. (Gel packs can still be used dry if preferred). The number of plants treated from a pack of RootGrow is outlined below.

RootGrow will benefit all plants except Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Heathers, Brassicas, Cranberries and Blueberries.

PACK SIZE 150g 360g 1KG 2.5KG 5KG

GEL PACK NO YES YES YES YES

Bare root plants up to 40/60cm, 9cm pots 40 100 300 750 1500

Bare root plants 60cm - 100cm, 11cm pots 30 75 200 500 1000

Bare rooted plants from 100 up to 150cm, 1 litre and 1.6 litre pots 20 50 120 300 600

Bare rooted plants 150cm+,Maiden trees, 2 and 3 litre pots 10 25 60 150 300

4, 5 and 6 litre pots, Rootball plants up to 60cm 5 12 30 75 150

7.5 litre pots, Rootball plants 60-100cm 4 10 25 60 120

10 and 15 litre pots, Rootball plants 100-150cm 3 7 20 50 100

25 litre pots, Rootball plants 150-200cm 2 4 10 25 50

Rootball plants over 200cm 1 3 8 20 40

PRICE PER PACK £4.99 £10.99 £24.99 £46.99 £85.99
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Planting Sundries

Bamboo Canes
We supply Bamboo canes that have many uses in the garden. They are ideal for supporting young
plants where spiral tree guards are used, especially on exposed sites.

3ft (90cm) 4ft (120cm) 5ft (150cm)
12p each for 1-49 16p each for 1-49 29p each for 1-49
9p each for 50 or more 14p each for 50 or more 25p each for 50 or more
Full Bale of 500 £35 Full Bale of 500 £59 Full Bale of 250 £55

Buckle Tree Ties
Very strong, ideal for supporting newly planted trees.

Large – 25mm x 45cm (1” x 18”)
99p each for 1-49 90p each for 50-249 80p each for 250 or more

Heavy Duty Landscape Fabric
Manufactured from UV stabilised black polypropylene which is woven making a very strong opaque
material that is permeable to water. Ideal for suppressing weeds around newly planted trees and
shrubs, also for covering greenhouse benches and standing out areas for pots. Lasts for years and
easily cut with scissors. Now available in two sizes.

1m x 10m (3.25ft x 32.5ft) pack £8.95 1m x 100m (3.25ft x 325ft) roll £65
2m x 10m (6.5ft x 32.5ft) pack £16.95 2m x 100m (6.5ft x 325ft) roll £119

Landscape Fabric Staples
The easy way to secure landscape or fleece. These large metal staples are 4ins x 6ins in size and push
in flush to the ground. Simply inset 1 staple every 3ft to the end to prevent any dislodgment by wind.
Easily removed and re-used.

29p each for 1-49 26p each for 50-249 24p each for 250+

Soaker Hose - Porous Pipe Watering
Adequate watering during dry weather is essential to the success of newly planted trees and shrubs.
Our watering kits are a water efficient, cost effective way to water newly planted hedges, they may
also be used for vegetables, fruit, flower borders and greenhouses. Porous pipe is a recycled material
made form old car tyres, it provides gentle and precise watering along its entire length. The hose only
requires low pressure and may be fed from the mains or from water butts etc. The pipe can be laid on
the surface of the soil but is ideally covered with mulching materials to reduce evaporation. One
length of hose will easily water a single or double row hedge as the water will spread up to 18ins
either side of the hose. For larger areas the hose should be laid at 3ft intervals. A strong heavy duty
product that will last for years.

Supplied ready to use, complete with standard hose connector, shut-off tap and 2 each end closures,
‘L’ connectors, ‘T’ connectors and straight connectors. Maximum working length at any one time is 50
metres (165ft).

25 metre (82ft) complete £34.99
50 metre (165ft) complete £62.99

Tree Stakes
Softwood tree stakes are ideal for young trees when used with buckle ties, or for supporting tree
shelters. Available in 2 sizes, 90cm x 25mm x 25mm (3ft x 1” x 1”) or 1.5 metres x 32mm x 32mm
(5ft x 1.25” x 1.25”)

90cm (3ft) Stakes 150cm (5ft) Stakes
99p each for 1-49 £2.35 each for 1-49
79p each for 50-249 £1.99 each for 50-249
68p each for 250+ £1.69 each for 250+

Large Tree Stakes 
Ideal for larger trees these heavy duty rounded stakes are 1.65m x 50mm approx
(5’6” x 2ins diameter).

£3.99 each or £3.29 for 50 or more.

Spiral Tree Guards
Clear plastic spiral tree guards suitable for protecting newly planted trees from rabbits etc. The use
of bamboo canes is recommended with these guards if the plants are small or the site is exposed. Sold
in multiples of 5.

45cm (18”) 60cm (24”)
21p each for 5-49 24p each for 5-49
19p each for 50-249 22p each fro 50-249
18p each for 250-999 20p each for 250-999
17p each for 1000+ 19p each for 1000+

Windbreak Netting
Invaluable for protecting newly planted hedges from harsh winter conditions, maybe fixed on the
windward side of your new hedge or used around individual plants. Encourages more rapid
establishment. Colour: Green.

1 metre (3’3”) x 10 metre pack £12 1 metre (3’3”) x 50 metre roll  £47
1.5 metre (5ft) x 10 metre pack £17 1.5 metre (5ft) x 50 metre roll £69

Bamboo Canes

Buckle Tree Ties

Large Tree Stakes

Tree Stakes

Soaker Hose

Heavy Duty Landscape Fabric

Soaker Hose

Landscape Fabric Staples

Spiral Tree Guards

Windbreak Netting
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Bare Root Hedging TREES, SHRUBS AND CONIFERS Alder Common - Buckthorn Alder

  

Alder Common
Alnus Glutinosa

Alder Grey
Alnus Incana

Beech Green
Fagus Sylvatica

Beech Purple
Fagus Sylvatica Purpurea

Berberis Green
Berberis Thunbergii

Berberis Purple
Berberis Thunbergii
Atropurpurea

Birch Downy
Betula Pubescens

Aspen
Populus Tremula

Alder Italian
Alnus Cordata

Blackthorn
Prunus Spinosa

Birch Silver
Betula Pendula

Box Common
Buxus Sempervirens

Box Dwarf
Buxus Sempervirens
Suffruticosa

Box Faulkner
Buxus Microphylla
Faulkner

40/60cm BR 1 1.69 0.65 0.56 0.49
60/100cm TR 2 1.99 0.91 0.79 0.69
100/125cm TR 2 2.49 1.44 1.25 1.09
125/150cm TR 2 3.29 1.97 1.71 1.49
150/175cm TR 2 5.29 3.92 3.44 2.99

100/125cm TR 2 2.59 1.71 1.49 1.29

100/125cm TR 2 2.59 1.71 1.49 1.29

120/150cm TR 2 6.99 5.28 4.59 3.99

60/100cm TR 2 2.79 1.58 1.37 1.19
100/125cm TR 2 3.49 2.23 1.94 1.69
125/150cm TR 3 5.29 3.92 3.44 2.99

30/40cm BR 1 1.59 0.52 0.48 0.45
40/60cm TR 2 1.79 0.65 0.62 0.59
60/80cm TR 2 2.19 0.89 0.84 0.79
80/100cm TR 3 2.59 1.44 1.36 1.29
100/125cm TR 3 3.99 2.29 2.12 1.99
125/150cm FW 4 4.99 3.29 3.06 2.89
150/175cm FW 4 6.99 5.78 5.62 5.49
175/200cm FW 5 10.99 9.65 9.32 8.99

30/40cm TR 1 2.59 1.19 1.08 0.99
40/60cm TR 2 2.79 1.44 1.36 1.29
60/80cm TR 2 3.99 2.29 2.12 1.99
80/100cm TR 3 4.99 3.62 3.48 3.29
100/125cm FW 3 5.99 4.58 4.28 3.99
125/150cm FW 4 7.99 6.24 5.98 5.69
150/175cm FW 4 11.99 10.49 9.99 9.69

30/40cm TR 2 2.19 1.18 1.02 0.89
40/60cm TR 2 2.49 1.44 1.25 1.09
60/90cm TR 3 3.59 1.98 1.82 1.59

30/40cm TR 2 2.19 1.18 1.02 0.89
40/60cm TR 2 2.49 1.44 1.25 1.09
60/90cm TR 3 3.59 1.98 1.82 1.59

120/150cm TR 2 3.29 1.97 1.71 1.49

60/100cm TR 2 1.99 0.91 0.79 0.69
120/150cm TR 2 2.59 1.71 1.49 1.29

40/60cm BR 1 1.39 0.48 0.44 0.39
60/80cm BR 1 1.59 0.68 0.62 0.55
60/90cm TR 2 1.99 0.89 0.84 0.79
90/120cm TR 2 2.49 1.25 1.14 1.09
120/150cm TR 3 3.59 2.36 2.06 1.79

15/20cm TR 2 2.49 1.46 1.38 1.29
20/25cm TR 2 2.79 1.65 1.56 1.49
25/30cm TR 3 3.29 1.98 1.90 1.86
30/40cm TR 3 3.79 2.65 2.56 2.49
40/50cm TR 4 4.99 3.29 3.12 2.89

30/40cm TR 3 3.79 2.65 2.56 2.49

60/100cm TR 2 1.99 1.31 1.14 0.99

BR - Bare rooted seedlings or cuttings | TR - Bare rooted transplant | P - Pot Grown | RB - Root Balled | FW - Feathered Whip | Pallet despatch | Award of Garden Merit

FT - Feathered Tree | MDN - Maiden 1 Year Grafted Tree | 1LITRE - Pot Size |

Amelanchier
Lamarckii
Snowy Mespilus

A large fast growing deciduous native tree with shiny green leaves and catkins that appear in late winter. The seeds are enclosed in
false cones and provide valuable food for small birds. Thrives in wet, boggy situations. Widely used for coppicing and as windbreaks as
this tree does not generally harbour pests and diseases. Suitable for hedges and screens 2 metres and upwards. Hedge planting
density: 3-5 plants per metre for a hedge, 1-2 plants per metre as a taller windbreak. Grows 50cm per year. Trim in summer. 
Taller pot grown trees: 175/200cm P7litre    £15.95 each. £13.95 for 5 or more.

A large fast growing native tree with ovate leaves which are grey underneath, catkins up to 10cm long in spring and false cones in
autumn. More attractive and tolerant of harsh conditions than Common Alder. As with all Alders prevents soil erosion. Suitable for
hedges and screens 2 metres and upwards.  Grows 60cm per year. Trim in summer.

A large fast growing deciduous conical tree with glossy deep green heart shaped leaves, yellow brown catkins appear before the
leaves in late winter. An excellent tree for wet sites and poor soil including chalk. Suitable for hedges and screens 2 metres and
upwards. Hedge planting density: 3-5 plants per metre for a hedge, 1-2 plants per metre as a taller windbreak. Grows 60cm per year.
Trim in summer.Taller pot grown trees: 175/200cm P7litre   £15.95 each. £13.95 for 5 or more.

Medium sized, fast growing native tree with conspicuously toothed greyish green leaves that, like most poplars, quiver in the slightest
breeze. Long grey catkins in late winter, butter yellow autumn leaf colour. Most matches are made from the timber of this tree. Any
reasonable soil, but will thrive in moist conditions. Taller pot grown trees: 175/200cm P7litre   £15.95 each. £13.95 for 5 or more.

Large shrub with bronze leaves turning to green and small white flowers in spring. Excellent red/orange autumn colour and edible
black berries. Tolerant of most soils it is suitable for hedges 1.2-2.5 metres or as a showy compact tree for smaller gardens. Hedge
planting density: 3-5 plants per metre. Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim after flowering. Taller pot grown trees: 175/200cm P7litre
£15.95 each. £13.95 for 5 or more.

Large native tree widely used for hedging. The mid green leaves turn a russet brown in late autumn and are retained in winter giving
the privacy of an evergreen hedge. Tolerant of all but very wet soils  (where hornbeam is more suited). Useful for roadside hedge
planting as the brown winter foliage is unharmed by salt spray and pollution. Suitable for hedges 90cm and upwards. Hedge planting
density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre, smaller plants may be planted
at 7 per metre (see Page 29 for details). Grows 30-60cm per year. Best trimmed in late summer as this ensures better winter leaf
retention. (Pot grown and Rootballed Green Beech are on Page 15)

Large native tree widely used for hedging. The foliage opens green/purple turning a deep purple in summer and a rich copper in
autumn which are retained through winter. A superb, showy hedge for all seasons. Suitable for hedges 90cm and upwards. Hedge
planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre, smaller plants may be
planted at 7 per metre (see Page 29 for details). Grows 30-60cm per year. Best trimmed in late summer as this ensures better winter
leaf retention. (Pot grown Purple Beech are on Page 15)

This medium sized deciduous shrub makes an excellent prickly hedge. Yellow flowers in spring, glossy red barberries in autumn,
compliment the brilliant orange and red leaf colour. One of the best hedges for security purposes. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges
90-200cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre.
Grows 30cm per year. Trim after flowering.

A medium sized deciduous shrub makes an excellent prickly hedge. Yellow flowers in spring, glossy red fruits in autumn compliment the
brilliant red leaf colour. Dark red/purple foliage in summer. Excellent for security purposes. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 90-
200cm. Hedge planting density: as green Berberis. Grows 30cm per year. Trim after flowering.

(Common White Birch) Easily grown tough native species of Birch that will thrive on a wide variety of soil types but particularly in
damp situations. Similar to Silver Birch except for the downy covering on the shoots and a rather less weeping habit.

Large narrowly conical native deciduous tree with peeling white bark. The diamond shaped mid green leaves turn yellow in autumn.
Produces yellow/brown catkins in early spring. Graceful arching branches also make this an attractive specimen tree. A versatile plant
suitable for almost any situation. Grows 30-50cm per year. Taller pot grown trees: 175/200cm P7litre   £15.95 each. 
£13.95 for 5 or more.

(Sloe) Large deciduous native shrub, dense bushy growth. White flowers in spring are followed by damson like sloes that are perfect
for flavouring Gin! Deep green foliage, very prickly and tolerant of any soil. Suitable for hedges 90-300cm. Hedge planting density: for
a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre smaller plants may be planted at 7 plants
per metre. (See Page 29 for details). Grows 30cm per year. Trim as required. (Pot grown plants on Page 15).

Slow growing native evergreen shrub which can attain 5 metres or more if untrimmed. Dense growth and small leaves make this plant
ideal for small formal hedges and topiary. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 30cm and upwards. Hedge planting density: for a single
row use 4-5 plants per metre. Grows 10-15cm per year. Trim in summer traditionally on Derby Day. (Pot grown, Rootballed and
Topiary Box plants are on Page 15. See also Sweet Box on Page 27).

Please see page 15 for our full range of potted Dwarf Box Hedging.

Small evergreen shrub. A superb recently introduced variety, rounded emerald green foliage and mound forming habit make it suitable
for low edgings and hedges or even ground cover. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 30-90cm. Hedge planting density: 
for a single row use 4-5 plants per metre. Grows 10cm per year. Trim in summer. (Pot grown plants are on Page 15).

(Frangula alnus) Large bushy, deciduous native shrub or small tree with glossy oval green leaves that turn yellow in autumn. Produces
red fruits which gradually turn black, a very attractive plant when bearing fruits of both colours. A good plant for attracting wildlife, will
grow in any reasonable soil but will thrive on wet sites. Suitable for hedges 120-300cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3
plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30cm per year. Trim as necessary.

VAT inclusive prices can be viewed on our website

Buckthorn Alder
Rhamnus frangula

This is the traditional and economical way to purchase hedging and young trees. These plants are grown in the soil in our fields and can only be sold when dormant, usually from
November until early April. Bare rooted trees are a low cost, low input crop (we don’t need pots, compost etc) and so represent great value for money.

Planting density is very much a matter of choice and budget but we recommend taking full advantage of these low cost plants and planting a staggered double row (Page 29) to give a dense
bushy hedge. 
A single row will give coverage if you are patient. Some customers choose to order a few spares and pop them in the veg patch/flower border to replace the occasional failed plant  which should be expected. 
(Bare rooted plants should achieve a ‘take’ of 95% or more so it is worth adding a few extras into your calculations when ordering to infill the occasional gap later). 
Occasionally a higher rate of plants may fail to grow in which case we would normally offer to replace these at half price plus our usual delivery charge as a gesture of goodwill. 

During the summer months we build up several thousand pre-season orders for bare-roots. These orders take priority at the beginning of the busy 
November lifting season (which is the best time to plant). 
If you would like a November delivery please order early. All customers ordering bare roots by August 31st will receive generous discounts and will 
be assured of a November delivery slot. Our minimum order for bare root hedging is 3 plants per size/variety.

Size(s)
Available

Age Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)
3-9 10-49 50-249 250+

See our
website for

Special Offers
& Pack Deals
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Buckthorn Common
Rhamnus Cathartica

Buckthorn Sea
Hippophae Rhamnoides

Cherry Bird
Prunus Padus

Cherry Cornelian
Cornus Mas

60/100cm TR 2 1.99 1.31 1.14 0.99

60/100cm TR 2 3.29 1.71 1.48 1.29

60/100cm TR 2 2.29 1.31 1.14 0.99
100/125cm TR 2 3.49 1.98 1.72 1.49

60/100cm TR 2 3.29 1.84 1.62 1.39

120/150cm TR 2 3.49 1.98 1.72 1.49

15/25cm TR 3 2.49 1.58 1.38 1.19

25/40cm TR 3 2.29 1.04 0.91 0.79

40/60cm TR 2 2.59 1.18 1.02 0.89

40/60cm TR 2 3.29 1.71 1.48 1.29

60/90cm TR 2 1.99 0.91 0.79 0.69
890/120cm TR 2 3.49 1.98 1.72 1.49

40/60cm TR 2 3.49 1.98 1.72 1.49

60/90cm TR 2 3.29 1.71 1.48 1.29

40/60cm BR 1 1.69 0.65 0.56 0.49
60/100cm TR 2 2.29 1.04 0.91 0.79
100/125cm TR 3 2.49 1.58 1.38 1.19

40/60cm TR 2 3.89 2.49 2.18 1.89

30/40cm TR 2 4.99 3.56 3.09 2.69

60/90cm TR 2 2.59 1.18 1.02 0.89

40/60cm TR 2 3.89 2.49 2.18 1.89

60/90cm TR 2 2.59 1.18 1.02 0.89

60/100cm BR 1 2.59 1.18 1.02 0.89

60/90cm TR 2 3.49 1.98 1.72 1.49

60/90cm TR 2 2.49 1.58 1.38 1.19

Cherry Wild 
Prunus Avium

Crabapple Wild
Malus Sylvestris

Deutzia
Scabra ‘Plena’

Dogwood Common
Cornus Sanguinea

Dogwood Red
Stemmed
Cornus Alba Sibirica

Dogwood Silver
Variegated
Cornus Alba Elegantissima

Dogwood Yellow
Stemmed
Cornus Stolonifera Flaviramea

Elder
Sambucus nigra

Flowering Currant
Ribes Sanguineum King
Edward VII

Forsythia
Spectabilis

Dogwood Gold
Variegated
Cornus Alba Spaethii

Dogwood
Midwinter Fire
Cornus Sanguinea
Midwinter Fire

Dogwood Black
Stemmed
Cornus Alba Kesselringii

Cotoneaster
Franchetii

Cotoneaster Lacteus

Cotoneaster
Simonsii

Christmas Trees

Large deciduous native shrub. Dense thicket forming habit with green flowers in spring and large quantities of spherical red fruits that
mature to shiny black in autumn, the dark green foliage then turns yellow. Suitable for hedges 120-300cm. Hedge planting density: for
a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30cm per year. Trim as necessary.

Large deciduous native shrub. This prickly shrub has silvery green foliage bearing tiny yellow flowers in spring on female plants which
are followed by bright orange berries in autumn which frequently stay until winter. Thrives in coastal conditions. Requires well drained
soil. Suitable for hedges 120-200cm. Suitable for hedges 120-300cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre.
A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim as necessary.

Small to medium native deciduous tree. Long slender racemes of white almond scented flowers in late spring followed by black fruits
favoured by birds. Dark green leaves turn yellow red in autumn. Tolerant of all but very wet soils. Grows 30cm per year. (Taller pot
grown trees – Page 37)

Small deciduous tree or large shrub. Dark green oval leaves which turn reddish purple in autumn. Masses of small yellow flowers are
produced in late winter before the leaves and are followed by fleshy bright red fruits in late summer. Suitable for hedges 120-200cm.
Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30-
50cm per year. Trim as required.

(Gean) Large deciduous native tree. A very attractive woodland tree with dark green leaves, bronze when young turning red and
yellow in autumn. White flowers in spring are followed by edible red fruits in summer. Suitable for all but very wet soils. Grows 30-
60cm per year. Taller pot grown trees 150/200cm P7 litre          £15.95 each or £13.95for 5 or more.

Nordmann FirAbies nordmanniana This is the popular premium ‘non drop’ Christmas tree. Slow but easily grown with shiny green
foliage with a white underside developing into neat tiers of horizontal branches.

Norway SprucePicea abies The traditional Christmas tree, a faster growing conifer with deep green foliage forming a taller columnar
tree when fully developed.

An adaptable and easy to grow semi-evergreen Cotoneaster with ovate grey-green foliage. The white flowers are suffused red and
appear during summer followed by bright orange-red fruits during autumn and winter. Cotoneaster franchetii can be grown as a
specimen shrub but as it clips beautifully lends itself more as an excellent hedging plant especially near the sea. Suitable for hedges
120-200cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. Grows 30-40cm per year. Trim in late winter.

May be found Page 17

An upright semi-evergreen Cotoneaster with glossy dark green foliage which turns to red in autumn. Pink tinged-white flowers appear
in summer followed by colourful orange-red fruits that last into winter. A good plant for shade. Suitable for hedges 90-200cm. Hedge
planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. Grows 30cm per year. Trim in late winter.

Small deciduous native tree. The common crabapple makes a small round headed tree with mid green leaves and clusters of white 
or pink tinged flowers, these are followed by yellowish green crabapples suitable for jelly making. The wild Crabapple makes an
excellent, tough hedging plant. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5
plants per metre. Unsuited to wet sites. Grows 30cm per year. 

Deutzia’s are easily cultivated and versatile deciduous shrubs. Deutzia scabra ‘Plena’ is an upright variety well suited as a back of
border shrub or even as a colourful summer flowering informal hedge. Honey scented panicles of bell shaped double flowers are silky
white inside while the outer petals are beautifully suffused with rosy purple, the flowers are at their best during June and July. The
pointed leaves are rich deep green in colour, after they fall in Autumn the flaking light brown bark becomes visible. Suitable for
positions of full sun or partial shade. For informal hedges use 2-3 plants per metre in a single row. Suitable for hedges 150-250cm.
Grows 30cm per year. Trim after flowering, ideally by removing older branches.

Medium sized deciduous shrub with deep green foliage turning a rich purple colour in autumn. Striking purple black winter stem colour
makes this plant perfect for planting in bold informal groups with other dogwoods. Suitable for hedges 120-200cm. Hedge planting
density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. For general group planting in beds and borders allow 3-5 plants per square metre.
Grows 30cm per year. Like all dogwoods hard pruning in spring every other year ensures the best stem colour in winter.

Large deciduous native shrub with greenish red stems and excellent red autumn leaf colour. White flowers in spring are followed by
spherical black fruits. Suited for all soil conditions especially chalky and wet sites frequently seen in native hedgerows. Suitable for
hedges 120-300cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre.Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim as required.

Large deciduous shrub with red stems and bright green leaves that have a bold golden yellow edging. Creamy white flowers are
followed by blue tinged white fruits. Suitable for hedges 120-200cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre.
For general group planting in beds and borders allow 3-5 plants per square metre. Grows 30-50cm per year.

Medium sized deciduous shrub with dense twiggy growth and colourful orange, red and yellow winter stem colour. The green leaves
also give excellent orange yellow colour in autumn. A very good plant for an informal hedge of about 120cm or planted in groups with
other dogwoods. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. For general group planting in beds and borders allow
3-5 plants per square metre. Grows 15-25cm per year. (Pot grown plants are available on page 17).

Large deciduous shrub with outstanding bright red winter stem colour, the green leaves turn red and orange in autumn. Produces flat
heads of white flowers and white fruits in autumn. For best effect plant in bold groups. Suitable for hedges 120-200cm. Hedge
planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. For general group planting in beds and borders allow 3-5 plants per square
metre. Grows 30-50cm per year. Like all dogwoods hard pruning in spring every other year ensures the best stem colour in winter.

Large deciduous shrub with reddish stems and green leaves margined with creamy white. Makes a very attractive informal hedge
Suitable for hedges 120-200cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. For general group planting in beds
and borders allow 3-5 plants per square metre. Grows 30-50cm per year. 

Large deciduous shrub with bright yellow winter stem colour which is very effective when planted in bold groups with red stemmed
varieties Suitable for hedges 120-200cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. For general group planting in
beds and borders allow 3-5 plants per square metre. Grows 30-50cm per year.

Familiar vigorous deciduous native shrub with large flat clusters of white flowers in early summer followed by bunches of small shiny
black elderberries. A good plant for attracting wildlife and will grow in most situations, especially very chalky sites and coastal areas.
The flowers are used to make Elderflower Cordial and Elderflower Champagne while the berries may be used to make wine or syrup.
Suitable for hedges up to 5 metres. Hedge planting density: 2-3 plants per metre. Trim as necessary.

Medium sized deciduous shrub with pendant flowers of intense crimson followed by black berries in autumn. A very attractive spring
interest hedge or can be grown as a shrub. Suitable for hedges 90-150cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 2-3 plants per
metre. Grows 30cm per year. Trim after flowering and again in early autumn if required.

Large deciduous shrub which is covered in a mass of bright yellow flowers in spring. Upright growth, excellent for an informal hedge of
120-200cm or grown as back of border shrub. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 2-3 plants per metre. Grows 60cm per
year. Trim after flowering.

Hopes Grove Nurseries | 17-18  

BR - Bare rooted seedlings or cuttings | TR - Bare rooted transplant | P - Pot Grown | RB - Root Balled | FW - Feathered Whip | Pallet despatch | Award of Garden Merit

FT - Feathered Tree | MDN - Maiden 1 Year Grafted Tree | 1LITRE - Pot Size | VAT inclusive prices can be viewed on our website

Bare Root Hedging TREES, SHRUBS AND CONIFERS

Buckthorn Common - Forsythia Spectabilis
Size(s)
Available

Age Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)
3-9 10-49 50-249 250+
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Guelder Rose
Viburnum Opulus

Hawthorn

Hazel
Corylus Avellana

Hornbeam
Carpinus Betulus

Laurel, Common
Prunus Laurocerasus
Rotundifolia

Laurel, Compact
Prunus Laurocerasus
‘Otto Luyken’

Lonicera ‘Elegant’
Lonicera Nitida ‘Elegant’

Lonicera ‘Maigrun’
Lonicera Nitida ‘Maigrun’

Laurel, Caucasica
Prunus Laurocerasus
‘Caucasica’

Hypericum
‘Hidcote’

Maple Field
Acer Campestre

Mock Orange
Philadelphus Virginal

Mountain Ash
Sorbus Aucuparia

Oak English
Quercus Robur

Oak Red
Quercus Robra

Pear Common 
Pyrus Communis

Plum Myrobalan
Prunus Cerasifera

Poplar Lombardy
Populus Nigra Italica

Potentilla
(Shrubby Varieties)
Potentilla Fruticosa

Purple Leaf Plum

60/100cm TR 2 2.29 1.31 1.14 0.99
100/120cm TR 3 3.49 1.84 1.59 1.39
120/150cm TR 3 3.99 2.64 2.29 1.99

40/60cm BR 1 1.69 0.65 0.56 0.49
60/80cm BR 1 1.99 0.91 0.79 0.69
60/100cm TR 2 2.29 1.31 1.14 0.99
100/125cm TR 3 3.29 1.71 1.48 1.29
125/150cm TR 3 3.99 2.49 2.18 1.89
150/175cm TR 3 5.29 3.68 3.21 2.79
30/40cm BR 1 1.49 0.49 0.44 0.39
40/60cm BR 2 1.79 0.65 0.59 0.54
60/80cm TR 2 2.29 0.85 0.79 0.75
80/100cm TR 2 2.79 1.25 1.18 1.09
100/125cm TR 2 3.79 2.12 1.94 1.79
125/150cm FW3 4.99 3.25 2.98 2.89
150/175cm FW3 6.99 5.65 4.96 4.39
175/200cm FT 4 8.99 7.48 6.65 5.99

40/60cm TR 2 3.49 1.98 1.72 1.49

50/70cm TR 2 4.29 2.94 2.72 2.49

30/40cm BR 1 2.59 1.54 1.46 1.39
40/60cm TR 2 3.49 2.18 2.08 1.99
50/70cm TR 2 3.99 2.65 2.48 2.39
60/80cm TR 2 4.49 2.99 2.88 2.79
80/100cm TR 3 5.99 4.49 4.22 3.99

25/40cm TR 2 4.29 2.94 2.72 2.49

30/50cm TR 2 3.49 1.84 1.59 1.39

30/40cm TR 2 3.49 1.84 1.59 1.39

40/60cm BR 1 1.49 0.49 0.44 0.39
60/80cm BR 1 1.79 0.65 0.59 0.54
60/100cm TR 2 2.59 1.18 1.02 0.89
100/120cm TR 2 2.89 1.58 1.38 1.19
120/150cm TR 3 3.69 2.36 2.06 1.79
150/175cm TR 3 4.99 3.58 3.12 2.79

50/80cm TR 2 3.59 2.24 1.94 1.69

120/150cm TR 2 3.49 1.84 1.59 1.39

60/100cm TR 2 2.89 1.56 1.37 1.19
100/125cm TR 3 4.29 2.99 2.82 2.49
125/150cm TR 3 5.99 4.35 3.78 3.29
150/175cm TR 4 7.99 6.85 5.98 5.29

100/120cm TR 3 5.99 4.35 3.78 3.29

60/100cm TR 2 3.29 1.78 1.48 1.29

60/100cm BR 1 2.29 1.04 0.91 0.79
100/125cm TR 2 3.29 1.78 1.48 1.29

125/150cm BR 1 3.99 2.63 2.28 1.99

30/50cm TR 2 3.29 1.98 1.71 1.49
30/50cm TR 2 3.29 1.98 1.71 1.49
30/50cm TR 2 3.29 1.98 1.71 1.49
30/50cm TR 2 3.29 1.98 1.71 1.49
30/50cm TR 2 3.29 1.98 1.71 1.49

Hopes Grove Nurseries | 17-18  
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Bare Root Hedging  TREES, SHRUBS AND CONIFERS Guelder Rose – Potentilla Size(s)
Available

Age Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)
3-9 10-49 50-249 250+

Large deciduous native shrub or small tree with maple like leaves. The flat lacecap type white flowers are followed by translucent red
berries in autumn. Beautiful red autumn colour thrives in wet soil, and is frequently seen in native hedgerows. Suitable for hedges 
150-250cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre.
Grows 30cm per year. Trim in winter. (Pot grown plants are on Page 19)

See Quickthorn Page 13, Ornamental varieties Page 39.

Large deciduous native shrub or small tree with yellow catkins in late winter and edible nuts in autumn. Suitable for hedges 150cm
upwards.  Hedge planting density: for a  single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double will require 5 plants per metre.
Grows30-60cm per year. Trim in late winter. (Pot grown plants are on Page 19)

This large native tree is very similar to green beech but may be distinguished by its deeper veining and serrated edge on its mid green
leaves. The leaves turn yellow in autumn then a nut brown in winter and are retained when grown as a hedge if trimmed in late summer.
Unlike beech will thrive in wet soil and frost pockets. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 90cm upwards. Hedge planting density: for a
single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre, smaller plants may be planted at 7 per metre
(see Page 29 for details). Grows 30-60cm per year. Trim in late summer. (Pot grown and Rootballed Hornbeam are on Page 19,
Hornbeam Rockhampton Red on page 37)

One of the most popular flowering shrubs with deep green foliage and a dense and bushy habit of growth. Hypericum ‘Hidcote’ is classed as
semi evergreen but will only drop its leaves in the hardest of winters. A  relentless succession of large, colourful golden yellow saucer-shaped
flowers appear from mid-summer until late autumn on a plant suitable for trimming as a hedge or use as ground cover, especially for more
difficult areas like banks and exposed sites. Suitable for full sun or partial shade. For a hedge we recommend 3-5 plants per metre, as ground
cover 3-5 plants per square metre for reasonably fast coverage. Grows 30cm per year. Suitable for hedges 80-120cm, trim in winter.

A robust, fast growing type of Common Laurel with darker green leaves that are more elongated, ‘Caucasica’ has an upright habit of
growth making it an ideal candidate for hedging and screening purposes. If left untrimmed it will produce fragrant white flowers in
spring followed by cherry red fruits that eventually turn black. Plant 3 per metre. Suitable for hedges 120cm upwards, grows 30cm per
year. Trim in spring or autumn.

(Cherry Laurel)  Small evergreen tree often grown as a shrub. The large shiny leaves are dark green above, pale green beneath, if left
untrimmed it will produce fragrant white flowers followed by conical cherry like red fruits ripening to black. Makes a very broad hedge and
is therefore ideal for screening or as a noise barrier. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 120cm and upwards. Hedge planting density: for a
single row use 2-3 plants per metre. Grows 30cm per year. Trim in spring or autumn (preferably with secateurs). Bare rooted plants may moult
many leaves after planting if not protected with windbreak netting or fleece but will normally re-leaf late in the following spring. This may be
avoided by planting rootballed or pot grown plants which suffer far less root disturbance. (Pot grown and Rootballed Laurels are on Page 21)

A much smaller variety of Common Laurel with narrower, pointed deep green leaves, white flowers in spring and often again in autumn.
A shade tolerant and easily maintained evergreen that makes an excellent smaller Laurel hedge up to 90cm and will also make
admirable evergreen ground cover in sun or shade. For hedging we recommend 4 plants per metre, as ground cover 4-6 plants per
square metre. Grows 15cm per year, trim in autumn or spring.

(Hedging Honeysuckle)   A more compact variety of Lonicera nitida (page 23) that makes an excellent smaller hedge. The tiny deepest
green evergreen leaves are tightly packed along arching stems. Although a member of the Honeysuckle family it bears no resemblance
to the climbing varieties, this is a dense bushy evergreen that trims perfectly to give a very neat little hedge or even topiary. Suitable for
sun or shade but not very cold or exposed areas. For hedges plant 3-5 plants per metre, as ground cover 4-6 plants per square metre.
Grows 20-30cm per year. Suitable for hedges 50-150cm. Trim in spring, summer or autumn.

(Hedging Honeysuckle)    Another smaller growing variety of ‘Hedging Honeysuckle’, Lonicera ‘Maigrun’ has very small bright green
evergreen leaves that always seem to look fresh. If left untrimmed creamy white flowers appear in spring followed by attractive purple
berries. A great plant for small hedges and topiary that is also well suited as ground cover in any situation from full sun to shade. For hedges
plant 3-5 plants per metre, as ground cover 4-6 plants per square metre. Suitable for hedges 50-100cm. Trim in spring, summer or autumn.

A picturesque medium sized deciduous native tree. The green leaves turn a beautiful clear golden yellow in autumn, tolerant of both
chalk and limestone soils. Small greenish yellow flowers in spring are followed by winged seeds .Frequently seen in native hedgerows.
Suitable for hedges 120cm and upwards.  Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will
require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30-60cm per year. Trim in winter. Taller pot grown trees: 150/200cm P7 litre   £15.95 each.
£13.95 for 5 or more.

Large deciduous shrub producing a mass of wonderfully fragrant double white flowers in June and July. Will tolerate almost any soil in
sun or shade, makes a large informal hedge 180-240cm in height or can be grown as an excellent back of border shrub. Hedge planting
density: for a single row use 2-3 plants per metre.  Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim as required after flowering removing older stems.
(Other varieties are on Page 25)

Small to medium sized deciduous native tree, white flowers in June followed by large dense bunches of orange red berries in late
summer that are very popular with birds. The winter buds are downy and grey in colour, the pinnate leaves turn a very attractive red or
yellow in autumn. Easy to grow in all soils and situations. Grows 30cm per year.  (Ornamental varieties are on Page 41).  
Taller pot grown trees: 175/200cm P7 litre   £15.95 each. £13.95 for 5 or more.

Large deciduous native tree, the familiar pedunculate oak  is a  slow growing tree highly valued for timber production. A long lived tree
developing a broad head with shallowly lobed leaves and acorns in autumn. An excellent tree for attracting wildlife. Tolerant of all except
very wet soils, suitable for exposed and coastal sites. Frequently seen in native hedgerows. Grows 15-30cm per year. Taller pot grown
trees: 150/175cm P10 litre   £18.95 each. £16.75 each for 5 or more.

A large fast growing and broad headed deciduous tree, the large lobed leaves are matt green and turn an attractive red colour in
autumn, sometimes with hues of yellow or rusty brown. Smooth grey-brown bark. Any reasonable soil. Taller pot grown plants
150/175cm P10 litre    £18.45 each, £15.60 each for 5 or more.

This is a medium sized tree with rounded glossy green leaves which can give colourful autumn tints. The branches can be smothered in
white blossom in April followed by succulent tasting pears. Although normally seen in mixed hedges, Common Pear can be grown as a
single species hedge. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. As a mature tree it can reach 15 metres.

(Cherry Plum) Small deciduous tree or large shrub, the bare branches are smothered in white flowers in early spring followed by edible
cherry plums in autumn. Mid green foliage forms a dense thorny hedge. Suitable for hedges 120-200cm. Hedge planting density: for a
single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim after flowering.

May be found on page 25.

Large deciduous tree, fast growing distinctive columnar habit with close erect branches. Useful as a tall screen or windbreak in which
case it should be planted 2.5-3 metres apart. Grows 60-90cm per year. Taller pot grown trees: 175/200cm P7 litre   £15.95 each.
£13.95 for 5 or more. (Poplar Purple Tower may be found on Page 39).

These dense, bushy little deciduous shrubs produce a long succession of their colourful saucer shaped flowers from mid spring right through
until late autumn, they make great little informal hedges, ground cover or simply as a long flowering and low maintenance addition to any
border. Potentilla grows in any reasonable soil in full sun or partial shade. We recommend 3-5 plants per metre for hedging and 4-6 plants per
square metre as ground cover. Suitable for hedges up to 100cm. Trim in autumn although wayward straggly shoots can be cut back at anytime.

Orange flowers (Potentilla fruticosa ‘Sunset’) Beautiful deep orange flowers become paler with age.
Pink flowers (Potentilla fruticosa ‘Pink Queen’) A long succession of clear pink buttercup shaped flowers.
Primrose flowers (Potentilla fruticosa Primrose Beauty’)   Free flowering variety, arching branches clothed in grey-green foliage and primrose yellow flowers that have darker centres.
Red flowers (Potentilla fruticose ‘Red Ace’) A more compact variety, the saucer shaped flowers are bright orange-red above fresh green foliage. Best colour is in part shade.
White flowers (Potentilla fruticosa ‘Abbotswood’)   Pure white flowers produced continuously on a sturdy and compact plant.
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Quickthorn
Crataegus Monogyna

Rose Dog Rose
Rosa Canina

Rosa Rugosa Red
Rosa Rugosa Rubra

Rosa Rugosa
White
Rosa Rugosa Alba

Rose Scotch
Rosa Spinosissima

Rose Sweet Briar
Rosa Rubiginosa

Snowberry
Symphoricarpos X
Doorenbosii

Mother of Pearl (Symphoricarpos
x doorenbosii ‘Mother of Pearl’) 
White Hedge (Symphoricarpos x
doorenbosii ‘White Hedge’) 

Spindle
Euonymus Europaeus

Spiraea

Anthony Waterer (Spiraea
japonica ‘Anthony Waterer’) 

Goldflame (Spiraea japonica
‘Goldflame’) 

Shirobana (Spiraea japonica
‘Shirobana’, Spiraea japonica ‘Genpei’) 

Nipponica ‘Snowmound’
(Spiraea nipponica
‘Snowmound’)

Wayfaring Tree
Viburnum Lantana

Weigela

Bristol Ruby (Weigela
‘Bristol Ruby’) 

Rosea (Weigela rosea,
Weigela florida) 

Willow Golden
Salix Alba Vitellina

Willow Golden
Weeping
Salix x Chrysocoma

Willow Scarlet 
Salix Alba Chermesina

Yew English
Taxus Baccata

30/40cm BR 1 1.89 0.78 0.68 0.59
40/60cm BR 1 2.09 1.04 0.91 0.79
60/90cm TR 2 2.29 1.31 1.14 0.99
90/120cm TR 2 3.59 1.98 1.84 1.69
120/150cm TR 3 5.99 4.88 4.24 3.69

30/40cm BR 1 3.29 1.78 1.48 1.29
40/60cm TR 2 3.99 2.89 2.52 2.19
60/90cm TR 2 4.99 3.68 3.21 2.79
90/120cm TR 3 5.99 4.74 4.12 3.59

60/90cm TR 2 2.29 1.31 1.14 0.99
90/120cm TR 2 3.29 1.98 1.71 1.49

30/40cm BR 1 1.29 0.39 0.33 0.29
40/60cm BR 1 1.49 0.52 0.45 0.39
60/80cm BR 1 1.69 0.65 0.56 0.49
60/90cm TR 2 1.99 0.76 0.68 0.59
90/120cm TR 2 2.19 0.99 0.88 0.79
60/100cm FW 2 2.39 1.12 0.96 0.89
100/125cm FW 2 2.79 1.39 1.25 1.09
125/150cm FW 3 3.49 1.82 1.58 1.39
150/175cm FW 4 3.99 2.76 2.42 2.09

40/60cm BR 1 1.69 0.65 0.56 0.49
60/80cm TR 2 1.99 0.91 0.79 0.69
80/120cm TR 2 2.79 1.44 1.25 1.09

40/60cm TR 2 1.99 0.79 0.74 0.68
60/100cm TR 2 2.29 1.08 0.96 0.85

40/60cm TR 2 1.99 0.79 0.74 0.68
60/100cm TR 2 2.29 1.08 0.96 0.85

60/100cm TR 2 2.29 1.31 1.14 0.99

60/100cm TR 2 2.79 1.44 1.24 1.09

60/90cm TR 2 2.79 1.44 1.24 1.09

60/90cm TR 2 2.79 1.44 1.24 1.09

40/60cm BR 1 1.69 0.65 0.56 0.49
60/80cm BR 1 1.99 0.91 0.79 0.69
60/100cm TR 2 2.29 1.31 1.14 0.99
100/125cm TR 3 2.99 1.68 1.48 1.29
125/150cm TR 3 3.69 2.49 2.16 1.89

30/50cm TR 2 3.59 2.36 2.04 1.79

30/50cm TR 2 3.59 2.36 2.04 1.79

30/50cm TR 2 3.59 2.36 2.04 1.79

40/60cm TR 2 3.29 1.98 1.71 1.49

60/90cm TR 2 2.79 1.44 1.24 1.09
90/120cm TR 2 3.29 1.98 1.71 1.49

40/60cm TR 2 2.99 1.68 1.48 1.29

50/80cm TR 2 2.99 1.68 1.48 1.29

90/120cm BR 1 2.89 1.57 1.36 1.19

100/125cm BR 1 5.99 4.62 3.98 3.49

90/120cm BR 1 2.89 1.57 1.36 1.19

20/30cm TR 3 3.29 1.85 1.76 1.65
30/40cm TR 4 3.49 2.38 2.26 2.19
40/60cm TR 4 4.99 2.75 2.64 2.56
60/80cm TR 5 6.29 4.56 4.18 3.62
80/100cm TR 5 7.99 6.58 5.72 4.99

This large semi evergreen shrub makes an excellent dense hedge, tolerant of shade and poor soil. Medium sized dark green leaves
and fragrant white flowers in summer. Shade tolerant.  Suitable for hedges 90-300cm. Bare rooted plants will often shed their leaves
after planting but will re-leaf the following spring.  Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double
row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30cm per year. Trim at any time. (Pot grown and Rootballed Privet are on Page 25)

Large semi evergreen shrub, like green privet but with rich gold markings on the foliage. Shade tolerant. Marginally slower growing
than green privet. Suitable for hedges 90-300cm.  Bare rooted plants will often shed their leaves after planting but will however re-leaf
early the following spring. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants
per metre giving a really thick dense hedge. Grows 30cm per year. May be trimmed at any time. (Pot grown plants are on Page 25)

Large semi-evergreen shrub, shiny green leaves and white flowers followed by black fruits in autumn. May lose its leaves in harsh winters.
Useful in mixed hedges, attracts wildlife. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require
5 plants per metre giving a really thick dense hedge. Grows 30cm per year. May be trimmed at any time. (Pot grown plants are on Page 25)

Large deciduous native shrub or small tree, vigorous thorny growth and is tolerant of any soil or situation. A profusion of white flowers
in spring is followed by scarlet red berries in autumn that can be used to make jams and syrups. The best species for stock proof
hedging. Suitable for hedges 90cm upwards Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row
will require 5 plants per metre, smaller plants may be planted at 7 per metre (see Page 29). Grows 30-60cm per year. Trim in late
summer. (Pot grown plants are on Page 25). (See also Mixed Native Hedging on Page 29). Discounted wholesale packs are available on
our website for larger quantities.

Fast growing prickly native shrub with arching stems which carry pale pink flowers in summer and red hips in autumn that are perfect
for making Rose Hip Syrup. Good in mixed native hedges. Popular with birds. Height up to 2.5 metres. Hedge planting density: for a
single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows at 30-60cm per year. Trim in winter.

A tough fast growing plant with many small thorns and fragrant rosy red single flowers over an extended period in summer and
autumn. Large red hips favoured by birds. Suitable for hedges 120-200cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per
metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim in winter.

A tough fast growing plant with many small thorns and fragrant white flowers in summer and autumn. (A slight percentage of pink
may occur as this variety is grown from seed). Large red hips. Suitable for hedges 120-200cm. Hedge planting density: for a single
row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim in winter.

(Rosa Pimpinellifolia) Highly scented single yellow flowers and dark, almost black hips in autumn. Like all scotch roses this will make an
excellent dense thicket, often seen in mixed hedges or as a low hedge on its own. Suitable for hedges up to 120cm. Hedge planting density:
for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30cm per year. Trim in winter.

Bright pink flowers in summer followed by deep orange hips, aromatic sweet smelling foliage. Makes a good vigorous hedge and is also
seen in mixed country hedgerows. Suitable for hedges 120-200cm. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A
staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim in winter.

These versatile deciduous shrubs produce insignificant, nectar rich flowers on the arching branches during the summer months and then
really come alive with colourful and very persistent berries in autumn and winter that are not taken by birds. Snowberry makes an excellent
dense hedge or ground cover and is a good choice for wildlife and game cover. Plant in any situation from full sun to dense shade, even under
the canopy of large established trees. They are tolerant of pollution, exposed sites and poor soil. For hedging we recommend 3-4 plants per
metre or 3-5 plants per square metre as ground cover. Suitable for hedges 120-150cm. Grows 40-60cm per year. Trim in summer.

Arching branches are laden with shiny pink flushed berries, a great winter interest shrub that is compact and bushy in growth.

A dense and bushy variety making an excellent medium size hedge, freely produced shiny white berries cover the arching branches.

Large native deciduous shrub or small tree, fast growing with green stems and leaves. The tiny flowers are followed by very colourful
red fruits and red autumn foliage. Frequently seen in country hedgerows particularly on chalk. Suitable for hedges 120-300cm. Hedge
planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30-60cm per
year. (Pot grown plants are on Page 27)

These graceful deciduous shrubs are grown for their attractive foliage as much as the flowers finding use in borders, as ground cover
or as attractive small flowering hedges. All of the varieties here will grow in full sun or partial shade in any reasonable soil, in chalky soils
they will appreciate a generous addition of organic matter together with a mulch. We recommend planting 3-5 plants per metre for
hedging or 4-6 plants per square metre as ground cover.

The ‘Japanese Spiraea’ is a bushy shrub with elongated green foliage, reddish when young that is occasionally mottled with cream and
pink later in the season. The deep rosy pink flowers appear in domed heads throughout the summer months. Full sun or part shade.
Suitable for hedges 100-120cm. Grows 20cm per year. Trim in spring.

A very popular golden form with rosy pink flower heads produced over a long season during the summer months. The new leaves
emerge rich reddish-orange in spring before turning bright yellow becoming paler later in the season. A great little plant for small
hedges of 60cm or so or as ground cover. Grows 10-20cm per year. Trim in spring.

Commonly known as the ‘Josephs Coat’ Spiraea, this bushy little shrub produces both white and pink flower heads separately and over a long
season on the same plant above bushy green foliage. Suitable for hedges 80-100cm or as ground cover. Grows 20cm per year. Trim in spring.

One of the best spring flowering shrubs with a dense arching habit of growth, in June the top half of these arching branches are
smothered in clusters of pure white flowers. A tough and robust shrub that is great as taller ground cover, especially for more difficult
and inaccessible areas such as banks. Individual shrubs and hedges in flower really are a spectacular sight. Suitable for hedges 120-
200cm. Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim immediately after flowering.

A large deciduous native shrub and familiar country hedgerow plant, particularly on chalk. Large hairy leaves that often turn a crimson
colour in autumn, white flowers in spring are followed by orange-red fruits that mature to black. Suitable for hedges 120-300cm. Hedge
planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. A staggered double row will require 5 plants per metre. Grows 30cm per year.

Weigela are attractive deciduous shrubs grown for their colourful clusters of tubular flowers that appear from May-July (and
occasionally repeated later in the season) on bushy and easily grown plants. These are great as back of border shrubs or as an informal
flowering hedge and will tolerate most soils and pollution in sun or partial shade. For hedges plant 3-4 plants per metre. Suitable for
hedges from 120-200cm. Grows 30-40cm per year. Trim after flowering.

A strong upright growing shrub that is very free flowering with sparkling ruby-red flowers from May until July.

Masses of foxglove shaped rose pink flowers emerge in late spring and early summer on a robust plant.

Large deciduous tree usually grown as a shrub with beautiful egg yolk yellow new shoots if hard pruned every other spring. Catkins
appear with the green leaves in the spring. Grows 30-60cm per year.

Large fast growing deciduous tree often seen at the edge of water. Narrow green leaves and golden yellow winter twigs, strong
pendulous growth. Grows 30-50cm per year. Our bare root Weeping Willows are straight stemmed, grown on a cane in the nursery.
Taller pot grown trees: 175/200cm P7 litre   £15.95 each. £13.95 for 5 or more.

(S.a.Britzensis) The scarlet willow is a stunning deciduous large shrub with brilliant orange-scarlet stems when pruned every other
spring. Can be grown as a large tree if left unpruned. Grows 60cm per year.

Large evergreen native conifer, native stands of this plant occur in chalky areas. Highly suitable for all hedges, screens and topiary. A
very dense growing shade tolerant plant with fleshy red fruits. A very hardy plant that will grow in any situation providing the soil is
well drained. Slow growing but can be greatly hastened with good soil preparation. Suitable for hedges 30cm and upwards. Hedge
planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre or 5 plants for a staggered double row. Grows 15-30cm per year. Trim in
autumn. (Pot grown and larger Rootballed Yew English are on Page 27).

Privet Green
Ligustrum Ovalifolium

Privet Golden
Ligustrum Ovalifolium
Aureum

Privet Wild
Ligustrum Vulgare

Hopes Grove Nurseries | 17-18  

BR - Bare rooted seedlings or cuttings | TR - Bare rooted transplant | P - Pot Grown | RB - Root Balled | FW - Feathered Whip | Pallet despatch | Award of Garden Merit

FT - Feathered Tree | MDN - Maiden 1 Year Grafted Tree | 1LITRE - Pot Size | VAT inclusive prices can be viewed on our website

Bare Root Hedging TREES, SHRUBS AND CONIFERS Quickthorn – Yew Size(s)
Available

Age Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)
3-9 10-49 50-249 250+
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Beech Green
Fagus Sylvatica

Bay
Laurus Nobilus
(Bay Laurel, Sweet Bay)

Beech Purple
Fagus Sylvatica Purpurea

Blackthorn
Prunus Spinosa

Box Common
Buxus Sempervirens

Box Dwarf
Buxus microphylla ‘Rococo’

Box Faulkner
Buxus Microphylla
Faulkner

Box Golden
Buxus microphylla 
‘Golden Triumph’

Berberis
Darwinii
Evergreen Barberry

Berberis
Stenophylla 
Evergreen Barberry

Berberis (other varieties)

Dwarf Purple

Ottawensis ‘Superba’

Rose Glow

Box Variegated
Buxus Sempervirens
Elegantissima

Large evergreen shrub with leathery aromatic leaves widely used in cooking. Will trim to produce a good evergreen hedge in mild
areas or by the coast. Requires a sheltered sunny spot away from cold winds. Is suitable for hedges 90-300cm. Plant 45-60cm
apart. Trim in spring. Grows 15-22cm per year.

Large native tree widely used for hedging. The mid green leaves turn a russet brown in late autumn and are retained in winter
giving the privacy of an evergreen hedge. Tolerant of all but very wet soils (where hornbeam is more suited). Useful for roadside
hedge planting as the brown winter foliage is unharmed by salt spray and pollution. Suitable for hedges 90cm and upwards. Grows
30-60cm per year. Best trimmed in late summer as this ensures better winter leaf retention. (Also available as Instant Hedging –
Page 31)

We also have well feathered rootballed plants which will provide screening very quickly at a density of 2-3 plants per metre.

Large native tree widely used for hedging. The foliage opens green/purple turning a deep purple in summer and a rich copper in
autumn which are retained through winter. Tolerant of all but very wet soils  (where hornbeam is more suited). Useful for roadside
hedge planting as the brown winter foliage is unharmed by salt spray and pollution. Suitable for hedges 90cm and upwards. Grows
30-60cm per year. Best trimmed in late summer as this ensures better winter leaf retention. (Also available as Instant Hedging –
Page 31)

Large evergreen shrub making a fast growing prickly hedge. Small dark green leaves and masses of orange  flowers in late spring
are followed by edible blue barberries. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 90-250cm. Grows 30cm per year. Trim after flowering.

Large evergreen shrub making a fast growing prickly hedge. Masses of rich yellow flowers in late spring are followed by spherical
blue fruits. Shade tolerant.  Suitable for hedges 150-300cm. Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim after flowering.

Very attractive low maintainance deciduous shrubs with colourful autumn foliage, all will tolerate partial shade and poor soil.

This dwarf form has reddish purple foliage throughout the summer turning a brilliant red in the autumn. Dense bushy growth,
makes a very attractive low hedge up to 60cm.Trim after flowering.

Robust fast growing shrub with rich purple foliage, yellow flowers. Excellent back of border plant and for hedging. Suitable for
hedges 120-250cm. Grows up to 60cm per year.

Purple red foliage splashed with pink and white has yellow flowers in spring and bright red berries in autumn. Suitable for hedges
60-150cm.

(Sloe) Large deciduous native shrub, dense bushy growth. White flowers in spring are followed by damson like sloes. Deep green
foliage, very prickly and tolerant of any soil. Suitable for hedges 90-300cm. Grows 30cm per year. Trim as required.

Slow growing native evergreen shrub which can attain 5 metres or more if untrimmed. Dense growth and small leaves make this
plant ideal for small formal hedges and topiary. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 30cm and upwards. Grows 10-15cm per year.
Trim in summer traditionally on Derby Day. See also Sweet Box Page 27.

We stock a selection of ready shaped Box Topiary during the season from October-April including Balls, Cones and Spirals.
Anup-to-date list of sizes and prices is always available on our website.

Buxus ‘Rococo’ is a variety of Japanese box (the same family as ‘Faulkner’)that has tiny elongated fresh green leaves. Rococo is a
compact plant and a promising replacement for the dwarf or edging box Buxus sempervirens ‘Suffructicosa’ that has been decimated
by Cylindrocladium box blight. (Which with regret we no longer stock due to its susceptibility). Buxus ‘Rococo’ is becoming
increasingly acknowledged as having some resistance and is suitable for the smallest hedges from 15cm up to about 60cm, ideally
with a rounded top as this little buxus likes to grow into a cloud shape naturally. Grows 5-10cm per year, trim in summer.

Small evergreen shrub. A superb recently introduced variety, rounded emerald green foliage and mound forming habit make it
suitable for low edgings and hedges or even ground cover. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 30-90cm. Grows 7-10cm per year.
Trim in summer. 

A lovely new hardy variety closely related to Buxus ‘Faulkner’ Golden Triumph has bright yellow new foliage that matures with a
yellow and green two tone effect making a great contrast against traditional green varieties or as a colourful little hedge on its
own. Shade tolerant, suitable for hedges 30 – 90cm, grows 7 – 10cm per year. Trim in summer.

Small evergreen shrub. A very attractive slow growing box with irregular creamy white margins to the leaves comparable to dwarf
box in habit and growth rate. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 30-120cm. Grows 5-10cm per year. Trim in late summer.

Pot grown plants may be planted all year round as there is no root disturbance, provided they are kept well watered if it is dry. Planting density is very much a
matter of choice and budget but generally you will need fewer of the larger plants (see Page 3) to cover a given distance. The ‘per metre’ column is intended as a
rough guide  to the number of plants you will require per metre of hedge. This will also depend on whether you are planting a single or a double row (Page 29)

Rootballed plants are generally larger/bushier field grown plants ( see Page 3) lifted by our specialist rootballing machine with the soil and 
immediate root system. The rootball is then wrapped in hessian to contain the soil, (which may be left on at planting time as it is biodegradable)
Rootballed plants are great for instant impact and are great value for money. Rootballed plants are available from October to early May.

B40/60CM P 2 litre 3-4 6.99 6.69 6.39 5.99
60/80cm P 2 litre 3-4 8.49 8.09 7.69 7.29
80/100cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.99 9.49 9.09 8.59
100/125cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.99 11.39 10.89 10.29

60/80cm P 1 litre 4-6 3.59 3.39 3.19 2.99
60/90cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.69 4.39 4.19 3.99
90/120cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
100/125cm P 4 litre 3-4 9.19 8.79 8.29 7.89
125/150cm P 4 litre 3-4 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99
150/175cm P 4 litre 3-4 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
150/175cm P 10 litre 2-3 18.49 17.69 16.79 15.99
175/200cm P 10 litre 2-3 21.99 20.79 19.89 18.99
200cm+ P 10 litre 2-3 24.99 23.99 22.99 21.99
200/225cm P 15 litre 2-3 31.29 29.79 28.39 26.99
150/175cm RB 2-3 18.49 17.69 16.79 15.99
175/200cm RB 2-3 21.99 20.79 19.89 18.99
200/225cm RB 2-3 24.99 23.99 22.99 21.99

60/80cm P 1 litre 4-6 3.99 3.69 3.49 3.29
60/90cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.29
90/120cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.99 5.79 5.49 5.29
100/125cm P 4 litre 3-4 10.49 9.99 9.49 8.99
125/150cm P 4 litre 3-4 12.79 12.09 11.59 10.99
150/175cm P 4 litre 3-4 16.29 15.49 14.69 13.99
150/175cm P 10 litre 2-3 19.79 18.79 17.89 16.99
175/200cm P 10 litre 2-3 22.99 21.99 20.99 19.99
200cm+ P 10 litre 2-3 26.59 25.39 24.19 22.99
200/225cm P 15 litre 2-3 32.49 30.89 29.39 27.99
150/175cm RB 2-3 19.79 18.79 17.89 16.99
175/200cm RB 2-3 22.99 21.99 20.99 19.99
200/225cm RB 2-3 26.59 25.39 24.19 22.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.29
30/40cm P 2 litre 3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
40/60cm P 2 litre 3 6.99 6.69 6.49 5.99
40/60cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
60/80cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

30/40cm P 2 litre 3 4.69 4.39 4.19 3.99
40/60cm P 2 litre 3 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.29
60/90cm P 2 litre 3 5.99 5.79 5.49 5.29
60/80cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
80/100cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

8/12cm P 9cm 4-6 2.89 2.69 2.49 2.29
12/20cm P 1.6 litre 4-5 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

40/60cm P 2 litre 3 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.29
60/80cm P 2 litre 3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
60/90cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
90/120cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

30/40cm P 2 litre 3 4.29 4.19 4.09 3.99
40/60cm P 2 litre 3 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.29
40/60cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
60/80cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

60/80cm P 1 litre 3-5 3.09 2.99 2.89 2.79
60/90cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.69 4.39 4.19 3.99
90/120cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.09 4.89 4.69 4.49
100/125cm P 4 litre 3-4 8.49 7.79 7.39 6.99
125/150cm P 4 litre 3-4 10.79 9.99 9.49 8.99

12/20cm P 9cm 4-6 1.79 1.69 1.59 1.49
20/25cm P 9cm 4-6 2.09 1.99 1.89 1.79
25/30cm P 1 litre 4-5 3.09 2.99 2.89 2.79
30/35cm P 1.6 litre 4-5 3.99 3.79 3.59 3.39
30/40cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
40/50cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
40/50cm P 4 litre 3-4 7.49 7.09 6.79 6.39
50/60cm P 5 litre 3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
60/80cm P 5 litre 3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99
80/100cm P 5 litre 3 13.99 13.29 12.59 11.99
40/50cm RB 3 9.19 8.79 8.29 7.89
50/60cm RB 3 10.79 9.79 9.49 8.99
60/80cm RB 2-3 13.99 13.29 12.59 11.99
80/100cm RB 2 20.99 19.89 18.89 17.99
100/120cm RB 2 28.99 27.59 26.29 24.99

8/12cm P 9cm 6-8 2.39 2.29 2.19 2.09
12/20cm P 11cm 5-7 3.09 2.99 2.89 2.79

8/12cm P 9cm 4-6 2.09 1.99 1.89 1.79
12/20cm P 1.6 litre 4-6 3.99 3.79 3.59 3.39
20/30cm P 1.6 litre 4-6 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 4-6 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 4-6 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99

Hopes Grove Nurseries | 17-18  

BR - Bare rooted seedlings or cuttings | TR - Bare rooted transplant | P - Pot Grown | RB - Root Balled | FW - Feathered Whip | Pallet despatch | Award of Garden Merit

FT - Feathered Tree | MDN - Maiden 1 Year Grafted Tree | 1LITRE - Pot Size | VAT inclusive prices can be viewed on our website

Pot Grown & Rootball HEDGING, SHRUBS AND CONIFERS Bay –Box Variegated See our
website for

Special Offers
& Pack Deals
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Per
metre

Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)

1-4 5-24 25-99 100+
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Choisya
Choisya Ternata

C.Aztec Pearl

C. Ternata

C. Ternata ‘Sundance’

Cotoneaster
Lacteus

Cotton Lavender
Santolina Chamaecyparissus

Elaeagnus

Daisy Bush
(Olearia)

Olearia Haastii

Olearia Macrodonta

Dogwood
Cornus Sanguinea

Anny’s Winter Orange
Cornus sanguinea ‘Anny’s
Winter Orange’

Midwinter fire
Cornus sanguinea
‘Midwinter Fire’

Escallonia Apple
Blossom

Escallonia Red
Escallonia Rubra

Ebbingeii

Limelight 

Pungens ‘maculata’ 

Bushy growing evergreen shrubs with aromatic leaves and clusters of fragrant flowers in late spring and early summer. Best
grown in full sun. Makes a lovely rounded informal hedge of 120-200cm. Grows 30cm per year. Trim after flowering.

Elegant shrub with bright green leaves divided into 3 or 5 leaflets. White flowers are pink in bud, some further flower in late
summer. Grows 180cm x 180cm if left untrimmed.

Trifoliate dark green leaves and fragrant ‘orange blossom’ flowers in early summer and again in autumn. 
Rounded growth habit up to 180cm.

Very colourful form of the above variety with bright golden yellow new foliage. Rounded growth habit up to 180cm.

Large evergreen shrub. Masses of tiny white flowers are produced on arching branches in early summer. The dark green leaves
are white felted underneath. Bright red berries in autumn which often last well into winter. Tolerant of dry and shady conditions.
Suitable for hedges 150-300cm. Grows 30cm per year. Trim in late winter. (See page 9 for other varieties).

Small evergreen shrub suitable for low hedges and edgings with aromatic silver foliage on white branches, bright yellow button
shaped flowers in July. Best in full sun and well drained soil. Suitable for hedges up to 60cm. Grows 15cm per year. Trim after flowering.

The daisy bushes are tough, easily grown evergreen shrubs. A profusion of creamy white daisy like flowers appear during the
summer months. These drought tolerant shrubs are well proven and reliable hedging plants, ideal for well drained site and are
particularly suitable for chalky soils. Olearias thrive by the sea and are one of the best hedging shrubs for exposed coastal sites.

A great alternative choice for a low hedge, dense bushy growth with glossy oval dark green leaves which have a white, felted
underside. Dense heads of yellow centred white flowers appear during summer. Grows 30cm per year. Trim in spring.

A stronger and more vigorous variety, large sage green holly-like leaves which have a silvery white underside. Large fragrant heads of
creamy white flowers in summer.One of the best larger hedging plants for coastal gardens. Grows 30-50cm per year. Trim in spring. 

A beautiful variety of the common dogwood with real year round interest, the leaves are soft green during the summer months
and turn to hues of coral, orange and butter yellow in autumn. This is one of the best for stem colour, an eye-catching display of
yellow at the base deepening to orange and red nearer the tips. Dogwoods are great in beds and borders and look very effective
planted in bold groups with other winter interest shrubs. For hedge use 3-5 plants per metre, makes a lovely informal hedge up to
1.5 metres. A good plant for damp sites.

Medium sized deciduous shrub with dense twiggy growth and colourful orange, red and yellow winter stem colour. The green
leaves also give excellent orange yellow colour in autumn. A very good plant for an informal hedge of about 120cm or planted in
groups with other dogwoods. Hedge planting density: for a single row use 3 plants per metre. For general group planting in beds
and borders allow 3-5 plants per square metre. Grows 15-25cm per year.

Robust evergreen shrubs that are particularly suited to exposed sites and the salt laden winds in coastal areas. All are perfect as
back of border shrubs or for hedging. They all have inconspicuous but pleasantly scented flowers, the winter foliage is popular
with flower arrangers. Trim in spring.

Large evergreen shrub with grey green leaves that have a scaly silver underside, small scented white flowers in autumn are
followed by orange fruits in the spring. Suitable for shady, windy and coastal conditions but not very cold situations. Suitable for
hedges 120-250cm. Grows 30-50cm per year.

Young leaves are green with silvery scales that develop  a broad central splash of rich yellow and pale green. Suitable for hedges
120-250cm. Grows 30cm per year.

A very colourful evergreen shrub, young leaves are silver-scaly developing into a lustrous combination of rich yellow and green.
Suitable for hedges 120-250cm. Grows 30cm per year.

Medium to large evergreen shrub with bushy dense growth, the glossy dark green leaves provide the backdrop for a profusion of
apple blossom pink flowers over an extended period in summer. An excellent informal hedge. As with all Escallonias this variety is
ideal for coastal planting.  Suitable for hedges 90-200cm. Grows 30-40cm per year. Trim in autumn.

Large evergreen shrub with glossy deep green leaves and a good show of  tubular crimson red flowers over an extended period
from June until autumn. Well suited to coastal areas. Suitable for hedges 90-200cm. Grows 30-40cm per year. Trim in autumn.

Small evergreen shrub with bushy dense habit, the green leaves have a colourful golden edging with a tinge of red in winter.
Tolerant of dense shade, also suitable as ground cover. Suitable for hedges 30-60cm. Grows 10cm per year. Trim in late summer.

Small evergreen shrub with bushy dense habit, the green leaves have a colourful silver edging with a tinge of pink in winter.
Tolerant of dense shade, also suitable as ground cover. Suitable for hedges 30-60cm. Grows 10cms per year. Trim in late summer

A stronger growing species with larger oval, glossy deep evergreen leaves and insignificant flowers that are occasionally followed
by pink berries. An excellent coastal hedging plant or inland, particularly in partial shade. Drought tolerant when established.
Despite being quite slow growing, Euonymus Japonicus makes an excellent low maintenance evergreen hedge once it has grown
to height. Suitable for hedges 60-200cm. Trim in summer. 

A lovely form of Euonymus japonicus with a creamy white margin to the evergreen leaves making a colourful well-mannered
hedge from 60 – 200cm in height.

A similar variety to ‘Bravo’ except the leaf margins are golden yellow, a lovely and very colourful evergreen hedge. Suitable for
hedges 60 – 200cm.

20/30cm P 2 litre 2-3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
30/40cm P 5 litre 2 10.79 9.79 9.49 8.99
40/50cm P 5 litre 2 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 2-3 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
30/40cm P 5 litre 2 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
40/50cm P 5 litre 2 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 2-3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
30/40cm P 5 litre 2 10.79 9.79 9.49 8.99
40/60cm P 5 litre 2 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

40/60cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.39 4.19 3.99 3.79
60/80cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39

12/20cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99

20/30cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
30/40cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 5.99 5.79 5.59 5.29
40/60cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
60/80cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

20/30cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
30/40cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 5.99 5.79 5.59 5.29
40/60cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
60/80cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

20/30cm P 9cm 3-5 2.79 2.49 2.39 2.29

20/30cm P 9cm 3-5 2.79 2.49 2.39 2.29

20/30cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.39 4.19 3.99 3.79
30/40cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
40/60cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
40/60cm P 3 litre 3 6.99 6.69 6.49 5.99
60/80cm P 3 litre 3 7.69 7.19 6.89 6.49
60/80cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
80/100cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99
100/120cm P 5 litre 2-3 13.99 13.29 12.59 11.99
100/120cm P 10 litre 2-3 18.59 17.69 16.79 15.99
120/150cm P 10 litre 2-3 22.99 21.69 20.89 19.99

40/60cm P 3 litre 3 6.99 6.69 6.49 5.99

40/60cm P 3 litre 3 6.99 6.69 6.49 5.99
60/80cm P 7.5 litre 2 13.99 13.29 12.59 11.99

40/60cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
60/80cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
80/90cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
90/120cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

40/60cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
60/80cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
80/90cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
90/120cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

12/20cm P 1.6 litre 4-5 3.79 3.59 3.39 3.19
15/25cm P 2 litre 4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
25/30cm P 5 litre 3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99

12/20cm P 1.6 litre 4-5 3.79 3.59 3.39 3.19
15/25cm P 2 litre 4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
25/30cm P 5 litre 3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99

20/40cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 3.79 3.59 3.39 3.19
40/60cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
40/60cm P 2 litre 3 4.99 4.79 4.49 4.29
60/80cm P 2 litre 3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
60/90cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
90/120cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

20/40cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 3.79 3.59 3.39 3.19
40/60cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
40/60cm P 2 litre 3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
60/80cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
80/100cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

20/40cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 3.79 3.59 3.39 3.19
40/60cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
40/60cm P 2 litre 3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
60/80cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
80/100cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

Euonymus Golden 
Euonymus Fortuneii Emerald n’Gold

Euonymus Bravo
Euonymus Japonicus ‘Bravo’

Euonymus
Marieke 
Euonymus Japonicus ‘Marieke’
(Euonymus ‘Ovatus Aureus’)

Euonymus
Japonicus

Euonymus Silver
Euonymus Fortuneii Emerald Gaiety
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Pot Grown & Rootballed HEDGING, SHRUBS AND CONIFERS Choisya –Euonymus

Size(s)
Available

Per
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Price/plant for qty shown
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1-4 5-24 25-99 100+
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Gorse
Ulex Europaeus

Griselinia Littoralis
(New Zealand Privet)

Guelder Rose
Viburnum Opulus

Hazel
Corylus Avellana

Holly Blue
Ilex Meservae Blue
Princess

Holly Golden
Variegated
Ilex x Altaclerensis ‘Golden King’

Holly Green
Ilex Aquifolium

Holly Silver
Variegated
Ilex Argentea Marginata

Holly Japanese Box
Leaved Ilex crenata

Holly Japanese Green 
Ilex Crenata Green Hedge

Holly Japanese Golden
Ilex crenata Golden Gem

Hornbeam
Carpinus Betulus

Hydrangea 

Large native evergreen shrub, the dense dark green foliage carries particularly prickly spines it also produces masses of bright
yellow pea like flowers in spring. Best in a sunny well drained site, especially useful for poor dry acidic soils. Suitable for hedges
90-150cm. Grows 15-25cm per year. Trim after flowering.

Large upright evergreen shrub, the leathery leaves are apple green in colour It makes an excellent dense hedge that is
particularly suited to coastal conditions but not very cold exposed inland sites. Suitable for hedges 120-250cm. Grows 30cm per
year. Trim in spring.

Large deciduous native shrub or small tree with maple like leaves. The flat lace cap type white flowers are followed by translucent
white berries in autumn. Beautiful red autumn colour thrives in wet soil, and is frequently seen in native hedgerows. Suitable for
hedges 150-240cm. Grows 30cm per year. Trim in winter.

Large deciduous native shrub or small tree with yellow catkins in late winter and edible nuts in autumn. Suitable for hedges
150cm upwards. Grows 30-60cm per year. Trim in late winter. 

Large evergreen shrub, the leaves of which are a deep blue green. White flowers are followed by a fine show of red berries,
a bushy growing variety that makes an excellent dense hedge. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 90-200cm. 
Grows 15-25cm per year. Trim in summer.

Large evergreen shrub, the broad leaves of  this colourful variety have very few spines, the green centre is surrounded by a
bright golden edging a female cultivar despite the name. The white flowers are followed by red berries.  Shade tolerant.
Suitable for hedges 90cm upwards. Grows 20-30cm per year. Trim in summer.

Small evergreen native tree, tough spiny leaves and tiny white flowers in spring are followed by bright red berries on the female
plants. The common holly produces a dense impenetrable hedge. We grow the true native holly from English seed to produce a
mixture of male and female plants to ensure berrying. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 90cm upwards. Grows 20-30cm per
year. Trim in summer.

A broad leaved large shrub or small tree. A female form with bright red berries on green leaves with creamy white margins.
Canbe planted in coastal sites. Suitable for hedges 90-350cm. Grows 20-30cm per year. Trim in summer.

A much smaller leaved type of Holly, the glossy foliage is free of spines and the plants have a dense bushy habit of growth and shiny
black fruits in autumn. Japanese Holly makes an excellent dwarf hedge and is generally pest and disease free. A good alternative if
Box Blight is a problem. Suitable for hedges from 40-150cm. Plant 30-50cm apart. Grows 15-20cm per year. Trim in summer.

Small glossy dark green leaves, an excellent substitute for Common Box.

Glossy golden foliage, the colour is particularly intense in winter.

This large native tree is very similar to green beech but may be distinguished by its deeper veining and serrated edge on its mid
green leaves. The leaves turn yellow in autumn then a nut brown in winter and are retained when grown as a hedge if trimmed
in late summer. Unlike beech will thrive in wet soil and frost pockets. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 90cm upwards.
Grows30-60cm per year. Trim in late summer. Also available as Instant Hedging on Page 31.

Popular deciduous shrubs with large rounded flower heads best grown in a well drained soil with plenty of organic matter added,
especially on chalk. A useful group of plants as the large showy flower heads are produced from July onwards when many other
plants are passed their best. Remove old flower heads in spring. Mophead varieties will make a good informal flowering hedge if
planted at 2 plants per metre. Trim in late autumn.

Large powder blue flowers with a white centre. Grows to 150cm

Bushy growing compact variety with large red flower heads.  Deep green foliage. Grows to 90cm

Large white flower heads become pink tinged with age. Grows to 150cm

Other Varieties: All make wonderful long flowering additions to any garden, can be planted as an informal hedge at 
2-3 permetre.

Superb large bushy shrub, during the summer produces a succession of huge rounded white flower  heads up to 30cm across.
Grows to 200cm.

Large white flower heads that become pink tinged with age. Grows to 200cm.

Unique variety with large bright lime coloured flowers fading to cream and then pink over a long period. A must for flower
arrangers. Grows to 200cm.

Eye catching new variety with red stems and deep green foliage. Flowers open white from mid June, maturing to pink and
burgundy red by September. Grows to 200cm.

30/50cm P 1.6 litre 2-3 4.39 4.19 3.99 3.79

30/40cm P 1 litre 4-5 3.29 3.19 3.09 2.99
40/60cm P 1 litre 4-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
40/60cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
60/80cm P 2 litre 3-4 7.39 6.99 6.59 6.29
80/100cm P 2 litre 3-4 8.99 8.29 7.89 7.49
100/120cm P 7.5 litre 2-3 17.39 16.59 15.79 14.99
120/150cm P 7.5 litre 2-3 21.99 20.99 19.99 18.99
120/150cm P 15 litre 2 28.99 27.59 26.29 24.99
150/175cm P 15 litre 2 34.99 32.99 31.49 29.99
175/200cm P 15 litre 2 41.99 39.69 37.79 35.99

60/90cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99

60/90cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99

30/50cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.99 4.39 4.19 3.99
50/70cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
80/100cm P 7.5 litre 2-3 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
100/120cm P 7.5 litre 2-3 19.79 18.79 17.89 16.99
150/175cm P 25 litre 2 34.99 32.99 31.49 29.99

30/50cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.99 4.39 4.19 3.99
50/70cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
80/100cm P 7.5 litre 2-3 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
100/120cm P 7.5 litre 2-3 19.79 18.79 17.89 16.99

30/40cm P 9cm 3-5 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.29
40/60cm P 9cm 3-5 3.49 3.29 2.99 2.79
60/80cm P 9cm 3-5 4.29 3.99 3.79 3.59
60/80cm P 1 litre 3-5 4.99 4.39 4.19 3.99
60/80cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
80/100cm P 2 litre 3-4 7.99 7.69 7.39 6.99
80/100cm P 5 litre 3 10.49 9.99 9.49 8.99
100/125cm P 5 litre 3 12.99 12.09 11.59 10.99
125/150cm P 5 litre 3 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
150/175cm P 5 litre 3 18.49 17.69 16.79 15.99
175/200cm P 10 litre 2-3 28.99 27.49 26.29 24.99
150/175cm P 25 litre 2 34.99 32.99 31.49 29.99
175/200cm P 25 litre 2 41.99 39.69 37.79 35.99

30/50cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.99 4.39 4.19 3.99
50/70cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
80/100cm P 7.5 litre 2-3 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
100/120cm P 7.5 litre 2-3 19.79 18.79 17.89 16.99

12/20cm P 9cm 4-6 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.29
20/30cm P 9cm 4-6 3.49 3.29 2.99 2.79
25/40cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

12/20cm P 9cm 4-6 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.29
20/30cm P 9cm 4-6 3.49 3.29 2.99 2.79
25/40cm P 2litre 3-5 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

60/80cm P 1 litre 4-6 3.59 3.39 3.19 2.99
60/90cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.69 4.39 4.19 3.99
90/120cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
100/125cm P 4 litre 3-4 8.69 8.29 7.89 7.49
125/150cm P 4 litre 3-4 10.99 10.49 9.99 9.49
150/175cm P 4 litre 3-4 12.99 12.19 11.59 10.99
175/200cm P 4 litre 3-4 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
150/175cm P 10 litre 2-3 18.49 17.69 16.79 15.99
175/200cm P 10 litre 2-3 21.99 20.79 19.89 18.99
200+ cm P 10 litre 2-3 24.99 23.99 22.99 21.99
200/225cm P 15 litre 2-3 28.99 27.59 26.29 24.99
150/175cm RB 2-3 18.49 17.69 16.79 15.99
175/200cm RB 2-3 21.99 20.79 19.89 18.99
200/225cm RB 2-3 24.99 23.99 22.99 21.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 2 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 2 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 2 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 2 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

30/50cm P 3 litre 2 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99

30/50cm P 3 litre 2 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99

30/50cm P 2 litre 2 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99

Mophead Blue
(HydrangeaRenata Steigner)

Mophead Red
(HydrangeaMasja)

Mophead White
(HydrangeaMadame
Moulliere)

Arborescens Annabelle

Paniculata Grandiflora

Paniculata Limelight

Paniculata Vanille Fraise
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BR - Bare rooted seedlings or cuttings | TR - Bare rooted transplant | P - Pot Grown | RB - Root Balled | FW - Feathered Whip | Pallet despatch | Award of Garden Merit

FT - Feathered Tree | MDN - Maiden 1 Year Grafted Tree | 1LITRE - Pot Size | VAT inclusive prices can be viewed on our website

Pot Grown & Rootball 
HEDGING, SHRUBS AND CONIFERS Gorse – Hydrangea Size(s)

Available
Per
metre

Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)

1-4 5-24 25-99 100+
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Laurel Caucasica
Prunus Laurocerasus
‘Caucasica’

Laurel Common
Prunus Laurocerasus
Rotundifolia

Laurel Portugal
Prunus Lusitanica

Laurel Compact
Prunus Laurocerasus
Otto Luyken

Laurel Spotted
Aucuba Japonica Variegata

LAVENDER

A robust, fast growing type of common laurel with darker green and more elongated leaves. ‘Caucasica’ has an upright habit of
growth making it ideal for hedging and screening. If left untrimmed it will produce fragrant white flowers in late spring followed
by red fruits that eventually turn black. Suitable for hedges 120cm and upwards. Grows 30cm per year. Trim in spring or autumn.

(Cherry Laurel)  Small evergreen tree often grown as a shrub. The large shiny leaves are dark green above, pale green
beneath, if left untrimmed it will produce fragrant white flowers followed by conical cherry like red fruits ripening to black.
Makes a very broad hedge and is therefore ideal for screening or as a noise barrier. Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges
120cm and upwards. Grows 30cm per year. Trim in spring or autumn (preferably with secateurs). Also available as instant
hedging on Page 31.

Small evergreen tree or large shrub, dark evergreen leaves and scented white flowers in June followed by small dark red
fruits. Tolerant of both full sun, dense shade and even shallow chalky soil. A useful and versatile plant. Suitable for hedges
90cm and upwards. Grows 15-30cm per year. Trim in spring or autumn. Also available as instant hedging on Page 31.

Small evergreen shrub with compact growth and narrow pointed dark green leaves. White flowers in spring, this plant
often flowers again in autumn. Shade tolerant.  Suitable for low hedges up to 90cm or as  evergreen ground cover with a
planting density of 4-6 plants per square metre. Grows 15cm per year. Trim in spring or autumn.

Large evergreen shrub with dense bushy growth and large ovate glossy leaves that have speckled yellow markings.
Tolerant of shade,pollution and a wide range of soils. Extensively planted by the Victorians in difficult areas. Suitable for
hedges 90-250cm Grows 15-20cm per year. Trim in autumn.

This beautiful French Lavender has distinctive rose-purple bracts that sit on top of the the purple flower heads. Earlier
flowering from late spring onwards and again later in the season if dead headed. Best in a sheltered sunny site. 60cm.

Mid blue flowers over grey-green foliage. Later flowering in August extending the season. The most widely used variety
for commercial Lavender oil and cut flower production. Grows  to 90cm. 

Small evergreen shrub, very popular bushy variety with dark purple – violet flowers from June onwards. This compact
variety makes an excellent low hedge up to 60cm.

A bushy growing English Lavender with tightly packed rich purple flowers above silvery foliage. An excellent substitute for
Hidcote. Grows to 60cm.

Small evergreen shrub, tight bushy growth producing masses of showy mid blue flowers from June onwards. Grows to 60cm.

This is the variety planted extensively in the Lavender fields of southern France for oil and flower production. Deep blue
flowers above robust grey green foliage. More tolerant of our damp English climate than many. Grows to 70cm.

Ambiguously known as both Dutch Lavender and True English Lavender but don’t let that put you off. Vera is a lovely robust,
tolerant plant with broader silvery foliage than most varieties, and wonderfully scented dusky mauve-purple flowers that appear
later in the season, from July until as late as October. Perfect for slightly larger Lavender hedges of 60cm (90cm in flower).

Strong growing, bushy and compact variety, pale pink in bud. Grey-green foliage growing to 2ft.

Large evergreen conical tree of dense columnar habit, this variety has golden yellow young foliage becoming a bronze
green with age. Slower growing than green leylandii but still ideal as a fast growing hedge, screen or windbreak. Very good
for filtering both noise and pollution. Suitable for hedges 120cm upwards. We recommend a planting density of 2 trees per
metre for a smaller trimmed hedge. For taller screens and windbreaks (over 250cm) the planting density should be around
a quarter of the proposed height. Grows 60-75cm per year. Trim in autumn.

Large evergreen conical tree of dense columnar habit, the familiar fast hedging conifer. Ideal for all larger hedges, screens
and windbreaks. Very good for filtering noise and pollution. Suitable for hedges 120cm and upwards. We recommend a
planting density of 2 trees per metre for a smaller trimmed hedge. For taller screens and windbreaks (over 250cm) the
planting density should be around a quarter of the proposed height. Grows 75-90cm per year. Trim in autumn.

60/80cm P 3 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
80/100cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
100/120cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

30/40cm P 2 litre 3-5 3.79 3.69 3.59 3.49
40/60cm P 2 litre 3-5 3.99 3.89 3.79 3.69
60/80cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.29 4.89 4.69 4.49
60/80cm P 3 litre 3-4 5.99 5.69 5.49 5.29
80/100cm P 3 litre 3-4 7.59 7.19 6.89 6.49
80/100cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
90/120cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99
100/120cm P 5  litre 2-3 13.99 13.29 12.59 11.99
120+ cm P 5 litre 2-3 16.59 15.79 14.99 14.29
120/150cm P 15 litre 2 22.99 21.69 20.89 19.99
150/175cm P 15 litre 2 29.99 28.69 27.29 25.99
150/175cm P 25 litre 1-2 34.99 32.99 31.49 29.99
80/100cm RB 2 13.29 12.59 11.99 11.49
100/120cm RB 2 16.59 15.79 14.99 14.29
120/150cm RB 2 24.99 23.69 22.59 21.49
150/175cm RB 1-2 36.49 34.69 32.99 31.49
175/200cm RB 1-2 46.29 43.99 41.99 39.99
200/225cm RB 1-2 63.99 59.99 57.79 54.99
20/30cm P 9cm 4-6 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.29
30/40cm P 1 litre 3-5 3.59 3.39 3.19 2.99
30/40cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
40/60cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
60/80cm P 2 litre 3-4 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
60/90cm P 5 litre 2-3 10.49 9.99 9.49 8.99
90/120cm P 5 litre 2-3 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
90/120cm P 10 litre 2 19.99 19.29 18.39 17.49
120/150cm P 10 litre 2 26.79 25.39 24.19 22.99
120/150cm P 15 litre 2 30.99 29.19 27.79 26.49
150/175cm P 15 litre 2 36.49 34.69 32.99 31.49
150/175cm P 25 litre 1-2 46.29 43.99 41.99 39.99
175/200cm P 25 litre 1-2 57.99 54.99 52.49 49.99
80/100cm RB 2-3 15.69 14.89 14.19 13.49
100/120cm RB 2 24.99 23.69 22.59 21.49
120/150cm RB 2 33.69 31.99 30.49 28.99
150/175cm RB 1-2 45.99 43.99 41.99 39.99
175/200cm RB 1-2 69.99 65.99 62.99 59.99
200/225cm RB 1-2 89.99 87.99 83.99 79.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 3 3.99 3.89 3.79 3.69
30/40cm P 2 litre 2-3 5.39 5.19 4.99 4.79

20/30cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
30/40cm P 3 litre 3 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
40/50cm P 3 litre 3 7.59 7.19 6.89 6.49
40/60cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
60/80cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99

8/12cm P 1.6 litre 3-5 3.99 3.79 3.59 3.39

5/10cm P 11cm 3-5 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.29
10/20cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.99 4.69 4.49 4.29

5/8cm P 9cm 3-5 2.49 2.29 1.99 1.79
5/10cm P 11cm 3-5 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.29
8/12cm P 1.6 litre 3-5 3.99 3.79 3.59 3.39
10/15cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.99 4.69 4.49 4.29
12/20cm P 3 litre 3-4 6.29 5.99 5.69 5.39
20/30cm P 5 litre 3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
5/10cm P 11cm 3-5 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.29
8/12cm P 1.6 litre 3-5 3.99 3.79 3.59 3.39

5/10cm P 11cm 3-5 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.29
8/12cm P 1.6 litre 3-5 3.99 3.79 3.59 3.39

10/15cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.99 4.69 4.49 4.29

5/10cm P 11cm 3-5 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.29
8/12cm P 1.6 litre 3-5 3.99 3.79 3.59 3.39

5/10cm P 11cm 3-5 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.29
10/15cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99

30/40cm P 11cm 3-4 2.29 2.19 2.09 1.99
40/60cm P 11cm 3-4 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.39
60/70cm P 11cm 3-4 3.49 3.29 3.09 2.89
60/80cm P 1 litre 2-3 3.99 3.79 3.59 3.39
80/100cm P 1 litre 2-3 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
60/80cm P 2 litre 2-3 4.99 4.69 4.49 4.29
80/100cm P 2 litre 2-3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
100/120cm P 2 litre 2-3 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
120/150cm P 10 litre 2-3 17.39 16.49 15.79 14.99
150/175cm P 10 litre 2-3 22.99 21.99 20.99 19.99
175/200cm P 10 litre 2-3 28.99 27.59 26.29 24.99

30/40cm P 11cm 3-4 2.29 2.19 2.09 1.99
40/60cm P 11cm 3-4 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.39
60/70cm P 11cm 3-4 3.49 3.29 3.09 2.89
60/80cm P 1 litre 2-3 3.99 3.79 3.59 3.39
80/100cm P 1 litre 2-3 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
60/80cm P 2 litre 2-3 4.99 4.69 4.49 4.29
80/100cm P 2 litre 2-3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
100/120cm P 2 litre 2-3 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
100/120cm P 5 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
120/150cm P 5 litre 2-3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99
150/175cm P 5 litre 2-3 13.99 13.29 12.59 11.99
150/175cm P 10 litre 2-3 22.99 21.99 20.99 19.99
175/200cm P 10 litre 2-3 28.99 27.59 26.29 24.99

Leylandii Golden
X Cupressocyparis
Leylandii Castlewellan
Gold

Leylandii Green
X Cupressocyparis
Leylandii

French (Lavandula 
Stoechas ‘Papillon’)

Grosso (L.x intermedia
Grosso)

Hidcote (L.angustifolia
Hidcote)

Imperial Gem
(L.angustifolia Imperial Gem )

Munstead (L.angustifolia
Munstead)

Provence Blue (L.x
intermedia Provence Blue)

Vera (Lavandula x intermedia ‘Vera’,
Lavandula x intermedia Dutch
Group, True English Lavender)

White (Lavandula
angustifolia ‘Edelweiss’)

Lavenders are compact, evergreen and easily maintained producing a mass of flowers during the summer months. The lavender scent is familiar and relaxing and is one of the most widely used in
aromatherapy. These deservedly popular plants can enhance any garden large or small. All Lavenders make excellent sources of nectar for Bees and other pollinating insects. Lavenders are found in
the wild around the Mediterranean region and so require a sunny well drained site. The addition of sharp sand or grit to heavier soils is recommended to improve drainage before planting.
Maintainance is easy, simply trim with shears after flowering to keep plants compact they rarely suffer from pest and diseases. As a general rule, Angustifolia Lavender will flower from June onwards
while Intermedia varieties flower a little later from July onwards, by planting a mixture of Angustifolia and Intermedia varieties a longer flowering season may be achieved. Lavenders are available in a
number of sizes and we offer generous discount for larger discounts on our website. We recommend planting 3 plants per metre for a series of rounded ‘humps’ or 5 per metre for a solid hedge.

Hopes Grove Nurseries | 17-18  

BR - Bare rooted seedlings or cuttings | TR - Bare rooted transplant | P - Pot Grown | RB - Root Balled | FW - Feathered Whip | Pallet despatch | Award of Garden Merit

FT - Feathered Tree | MDN - Maiden 1 Year Grafted Tree | 1LITRE - Pot Size | VAT inclusive prices can be viewed on our website

Pot Grown & Rootball 
HEDGING, SHRUBS AND CONIFERS Laurel Caucasica –Leyandii Green

Size(s)
Available

Per
metre

Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)

1-4 5-24 25-99 100+
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Lonicera Nitida
(Hedging Honeysuckle)

Lonicera
Baggessons Gold
Lonicera Nitida Baggessons Gold

Maple Field
Acer Campestre

Medium sized evergreen shrub with very small dark green leaves, makes an excellent tidy formal hedge. Tolerant of salt winds and
shady condtions. Much faster growing than box or yew. Suitable for hedges from 45-200cm. Grows 30cm plus per year. Trim in
spring or autumn. Other varieties may be found on page 11.

(Golden Hedging Honeysuckle) Medium sized evergreen shrub with very small golden leaves makes an excellent tidy formal
hedge, a smaller growing more compact variety. Shade tolerant but best in full sun to ensure vibrant colouring . Suitable for hedges
30-100cm. Grows 15-25cm per year. Trim in spring or autumn.

A picturesque medium sized deciduous native tree. The green leaves turn a beautiful clear golden yellow in autumn, tolerant of
both chalk and limestone soils. Small greenish yellow flowers in spring are followed by winged seeds .Frequently seen in native
hedgerows.  Suitable for hedges 120cm and upwards.  Grows 30-60cm per year. Trim in winter.

30/50cm P 2 litre 3 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
50/70cm P 2 litre 3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

15/25cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
25/40cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

60/90cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
90/120cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
120/150cm P 4 litre 3-4 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
150/175cm P 4 litre 3 11.69 10.99 10.49 9.99
175/200cm P 6 litre 3 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99

30/50cm P 2 litre 3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

30/40cm P 2 litre 3 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
40/60cm P 2 litre 3 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
60/80cm P 5 litre 2-3 10.49 9.99 9.49 8.99
80/100cm P 5 litre 2-3 12.99 12.19 11.59 10.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99

15/20cm P 9cm 3-5 3.09 2.99 2.89 2.79
20/30cm P 3 litre 3-4 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
30/40cm P 5 litre 3 10.49 9.99 9.49 8.99

15/25cm P 9cm 3-5 3.09 2.99 2.89 2.79
30/40cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
40/60cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
60/80cm P 2 litre 3-4 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
60/80cm P 3 litre 3 7.99 7.69 7.39 6.99
80/100cm P 3 litre 3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
80/100cm P 5 litre 3 12.99 12.19 11.59 10.99
100/120cm P 5 litre 3 15.99 15.39 14.69 13.99
120/150cm P 5 litre 2 19.79 18.79 17.89 16.99
100/125cm P 7.5 litre 2 22.99 21.99 20.99 19.99
125/150cm P 7.5 litre 2 28.99 27.59 26.29 24.99
150/175cm P 15 litre 2 34.99 32.99 31.49 29.99
175/200cm P 15 litre 2 40.99 38.59 36.79 34.99

40/60cm P 2 litre 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
60/90cm P 5 litre 10.49 9.99 9.49 8.99
90/120cm P 5 litre 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
100/125cm P 15 litre 22.99 21.99 20.99 19.99
125/150cm P 15 litre 28.99 27.59 26.29 24.99

30/50cm P 3 litre 3-5 7.99 7.69 7.39 6.99

50/80cm P 3 litre 3-5 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99

40/60cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.39 4.19 3.99 3.79
60/80cm P 2litre 3-5 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
80/100cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
100/120cm P 4 litre 3-4 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
120/150cm P 4 litre 3-4 11.59 10.99 10.49 9.99
120/150cm P 10 litre 2-3 17.39 16.49 15.79 14.99
150/175cm P 10 litre 2-3 22.99 21.99 20.99 19.99
175/200cm P 15 litre 2 28.99 27.59 26.29 24.99
120/150cm RB 2 22.99 21.99 20.99 19.99
150/175cm RB 2 31.29 29.79 28.39 26.99
175/200cm RB 2 38.49 36.39 34.69 32.99
200/225cm RB 2 45.99 43.99 41.99 39.99

40/60cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
60/80cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99
80/100cm P 2 litre 3-5 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
90/120cm P 4 litre 3-4 9.99 9.49 8.99 8.49
120/150cm P 4 litre 3-4 11.99 11.49 10.99 10.49
120/150cm P 10 litre 2-3 17.39 16.49 15.79 14.99
150/175cm P 10 litre 2-3 22.99 21.99 20.99 19.99

60/90cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
90/120cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.79 5.59 5.29 4.99

40/60cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
60/90cm P 1.6 litre 3-4 5.99 5.79 5.59 5.29
90/120cm P 5 litre 3 10.49 9.99 9.49 8.99
120/150cm P 5 litre 3 12.99 12.19 11.59 10.99

Mock Orange
Philadelphus

Belle Etoile

Osmanthus
Burkwoodii
Osmanthus x Burkwoodii

Perovskia Blue
Spire Russian Sage

Photinia Little
Red Robin 

Pine Scots 
Pinus Sylvestris

Plum - Shrub
Varieties
Crimson Dwarf 
(Prunus x cistena) 

Plum Purple Leaved
(Prunus cerasifera ‘Nigra) 

Photinia Red
Robin

Privet Green
Ligustrum Ovalifolium

Privet Golden 
Ligustrum Ovalifolium
Aureum

Privet Wild
Ligustrum Vulgare

Pyracantha

Orange (P. Mohave) 

Red (P Red Column))

Yellow ( P Soleil D’or) 

Easy to grow deciduous shrubs producing masses of very scented white flowers during June and July. Tolerant of almost any soil
in sun or shade. These varieties make a lovely fragrant addition to any border, or as an informal flowering hedge significantly
smaller than Philadelphus ‘Virginal’ on Page 11. Trim after flowering.

Large single white flowers with maroon centres. Very fragrant . Suitable for hedges 100-150cm.

Large evergreen shrub, slow growing compact habit. Masses of very fragrant white flowers seem to fill the whole garden with
their rich scent in spring. Small glossy dark green leaves. Not suited to cold exposed sites. Suitable for hedges 90-200cm. Grows
15cm per year. Trim after flowering.

Small deciduous sub-shrub of upright growing habit and grey-white stems. Deeply cut grey green leaves and a profusion of violet
blue flower spikes are produced in late summer and autumn providing a valuable late season colour for the garden. Requires a
sunny spot in well drained soil. Makes a very attractive informal hedge growing up to 120cm. Trim to near ground level in spring . 

A delightful smaller leaved and compact version of the usual Red Robin, the attractive bright red colouring of the new foliage often
stays through much of the summer growing up to 1 metre. Grows 10-15cm per year, trim in spring.

Large dense evergreen shrub with glossy dark green leaves which are a brilliant red when young, white flowers in spring. Makes
an excellent colourful hedge . Not suited to very cold exposed situations. Suitable for hedges 120-250cm. Grows 30cm per year.
Trim in spring.

Large native conifer with blue green needles supporting a wide variety of wildlife, these familiar evergreen trees have a variety of
uses, they have great ornamental value as specimen trees as well as shelter belts/windbreaks. They have distinctive female cones
that take 2-3 years to ripen.  A tough plant suited to any soil or situation except coastal. Grows 30-50cm per year. 

We offer these shrubby varieties of ornamental plums, all will produce a good show of flowers in spring and have very ornamental
foliage making remarkable, colourful hedges. Trim after flowering.

A fantastic little shrub with oval red young growth that matures to a rich purple-red. Masses of solitary bowl shaped white flowers
are followed by dark red cherry like fruits. Bushy growth, great in borders and for hedging. Grows up to 120cm.

Deep purple /black foliage and stems with large numbers of contrasting pink flowers in March and April. Makes a fine and
colourful hedge of between 100 and 200cm. Can also be mixed with the green leaved Myrobalan Plum (Page 11) to give a
tapestry effect in which case we would recommend a ratio of one Myrobalan Plum to two (less vigorous) Purple Leaved Plums.

This large semi evergreen shrub makes an excellent fast growing dense hedge, tolerant of shade and poor soil. Medium sized dark
green leaves and fragrant white flowers in summer. Shade tolerant.  Suitable for hedges 90-300cm. Grows 30cm per year. May be
trimmed at any time.

Large semi evergreen shrub, like green privet but with rich gold markings on the foliage. Shade tolerant. Marginally slower
growing than green privet. Suitable for hedges 90-300cm. Grows 30cm per year. May be trimmed at any time.

Large semi-evergreen shrub, shiny green leaves and white flowers followed by black fruits in autumn. May lose its leaves in harsh
winters. Useful in mixed hedges, attracts wildlife. Grows 30cm per year. May be trimmed at any time.

Large prickly evergreen shrubs with flowers in June and a profusion of berries in autumn and winter. Forms a very effective
impenetrable barrier.Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges 120-300cm. Grows 30-60cm per year. Trim in late winter.

White flowers followed by orange berries in autumn.

White flowers followed by bright red berries in autumn.

White flowers followed by yellow berries in autumn.
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Pot Grown & Rootball 
HEDGING, SHRUBS AND CONIFERS Lonicera Nitida – Pyracantha

Size(s)
Available

Per
metre

Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)

1-4 5-24 25-99 100+
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Sarco  

Thu  
Atro  
West   

Thu   
Thuja 
Smara   

Vibu
Bodn    

Opulu   
(Snow   

Vibur  
(Laur

Vibur  
Eve P

Yew  
Taxus 

Yew    
Taxus  

Gree

Rosemary

Sweet Box

Viburnum - Snowball
Bush

Quickthorn (Hawthorn) Quickthorn Haws

Thuja Plicata Atrovirens

Viburnum Tinus Yew English Yew Irish Green Hedge

Viburnum
Bodnantense Dawn

Viburnum Tinus Eve
Price

Thuja Brabant English Yew with Box

Thuja Smaragd

Thu   
Thuja 
‘Brab

Qui
Crata  
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Rosemary
Rosmarinus Officinalis

Spindle
Euonymus Europaeus

Sweet Box
Sarcococca Confusa

Thuja Plicata
Atrovirens 
Western Red Cedar

Thuja Smaragd 
Thuja Occidentalis
Smaragd (Emerald Thuja)

Viburnum
Bodnantense Dawn  

Opulus Roseum 
(Snowball Bush) 

Viburnum Tinus
(Lauristinus)

Viburnum Tinus
Eve Price

Yew English 
Taxus Baccata

Yew Irish   
Taxus baccata fastigiata

Green

Large deciduous native shrub or small tree, vigorous thorny growth and is tolerant of any soil or situation. A profusion of white
flowers in spring is followed by scarlet red edible berries in autumn. The best species for stock proof hedging. Suitable for hedges
90cm upwards. Grows 30-60cm per year. Trim in late summer.

Small evergreen shrub with narrow aromatic green leaves with white undersides. Blue flowers in spring are produced on the old
wood. Arp is a robust new variety with improved winter hardiness.  Useful for a low formal or informal hedge. Also used as a
culinary herb. Requires full sun and well drained soil. Suitable for hedges 60-150cm. . Grows 15-30cm per year. Trim in spring. 

Large native deciduous shrub or small tree, fast growing with green stems and leaves. The tiny flowers are followed by very
colourful red fruits and red autumn foliage. Frequently seen in country hedgerows particularly on chalk. Grows 30-60cm per year.

A super little shade tolerant evergreen. The pointed oval leaves are a deep glossy green highlighting the exquisitely fragrant tiny
white flowers when they appear in late winter. Can be grown as a small evergreen hedge as a substitute for Box, especially if blight
is a problem, or simply planted near doorways, gates or anywhere in good soil where the fragrance of the flowers can be enjoyed.
Shade tolerant. Suitable for hedges up to 75cm. Grows 10cm per year. Trim as required.

Large evergreen conifer with glossy dark green foliage, fast growing upright bushy habit. Will make a splendid hedge or screen
and is tolerant of shade, shallow chalky and moist soils. A good alternative to Green Leylandii as it is slower growing (therefore
more easily maintained) and will also regenerate when pruned back into older wood.Suitable for hedges 150cms(5ft) and
upwards. A tough and hardy variety.

Large evergreen conifer with glossy dark green aromatic foliage, fast growing upright bushy habit. Will make a splendid hedge or
screen and is tolerant of shade, shallow chalky and moist soils. A good alternative to Green Leylandii as it is slower growing
(therefore more easily maintained) and will also regenerate when pruned back into older wood. Suitable for hedges 150cm
upwards. Grows 40-60cm per year. Trim in autumn.

A very tough compact variety of Thuja growing into a narrow conical small tree of great architectural value. Bright green
evergreen foliage, makes an excellent smaller conifer hedge. Suitable for hedges 120-300cm. Trim in autumn.

Reliable hardy flowering shrubs suitable for any reasonable soil in sun or part shade.

A highly ornamental deciduous shrub with dark  green leaves that are bronze when young. Highly fragrant rose pink flowers are
produced on the bare branches over an extended period from late autumn until spring providing valuable winter colour. Viburnum ‘Dawn’
will respond well to clipping to make a delightful scented winter flowering ornamental hedge from 150-300cm high. Trim after flowering.

This is an ornamental variety of ‘Guelder Rose’ (Page 11), a deciduous shrub with maple-like lobed foliage that turns rich hues of
purple and red in autumn.  Produces large rounded heads of creamy white flowers in early summer, one of the most attractive
flowering shrubs and will make a very remarkable flowering hedge of 150-200cm high. Trim after flowering. 

Large evergreen shrub of bushy habit. Glossy dark green foliage, white flower heads develop from pink buds over an extended
period from November to May. Shade tolerant and suitable for windy and coastal sites. Makes an excellent informal hedge or
as a shrub in its own right particularly under deciduous trees. Suitable for hedges 120-250cm. Grows 20-30cm per year.
Trim in spring.

A slightly more compact form of Viburnum Tinus with deeper carmine pink buds and beautiful pink tinged flowers from
November to May. A first class evergreen shrub. Suitable for hedges 100-250cm. Trim in spring.

Large evergreen native conifer frequently seen in churchyards, native stands of this plant occur in chalky areas. The aristocrat of
hedging plants, highly suitable for all hedges, screens and topiary. A very dense growing shade tolerant plant with fleshy red fruits.
Although all parts of this plant are poisonous to stock and humans the foliage is now used to produce cancer beating drugs. A very
hardy plant that will grow in any situation providing the soil is well drained. Slow growing but can be greatly hastened with good
soil preparation. Suitable for hedges 30cm and upwards. Grows 15-30cm per year. Trim in autumn. Also available as instant
hedging on Pages 28-29.

A familiar sight in churchyards, the Irish yew has a tight narrow upright habit of growth when young broadening with age.
A very useful architectural plant that can also be planted as a narrow, low maintenance hedge. Suitable for hedges 80cm
upwards. Trim in autumn. 

A familiar sight in churchyards this is a medium sized evergreen conifer, slightly faster growing than the golden form.

60/80cm P 1 litre 4-6 3.09 2.99 2.89 2.79
60/90cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
90/120cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.99 5.79 5.59 4.99
120/150cm P 4 litre 3-4 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
150/175cm P 4 litre 3-4 11.59 10.99 10.49 9.99
150/175cm P 10 litre 2-3 17.39 16.49 15.79 14.99
175/200cm P 10 litre 2-3 20.89 19.79 18.89 17.99
200/225cm P 10 litre 2-3 22.99 21.99 20.99 19.99

25/40cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
40/60cm P 5 litre 3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99

60/90cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
90/120cm P 2 litre 3-5 5.99 5.79 5.59 4.99
120/150cm P 4 litre 3-4 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99

12/20cm P 9cm 4-6 3.09 2.99 2.89 2.79
20/30cm P 2 litre 3-5 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
30/50cm P 5 litre 3

60/90cm P 2 litre 2-3 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99

20/30cm P 9cm 3-5 2.59 2.49 2.39 2.29
60/80cm P 2 litre 2-3 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
80/100cm P 2 litre 2-3 5.99 5.79 5.59 4.99
100/120cm P 2 litre 2-3 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
100/120cm P 4 litre 2-3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
120/150cm P 4 litre 2-3 11.59 10.99 10.49 9.99
120/150cm P 10 litre 2 19.99 18.79 17.89 16.99
150/175cm P 10 litre 2 24.99 23.99 22.99 21.99
100/120cm RB 2-3 12.99 12.19 11.59 10.99
120/150cm RB 2-3 18.69 17.69 16.79 15.99
150/175cm RB 2-3 26.79 25.39 24.19 22.99
175/200cm RB 2-3 33.59 31.99 30.49 28.99
200/225cm RB 2-3 39.99 38.59 36.79 34.99

20/30cm P 9cm 3-5 2.59 2.49 2.39 2.29
30/50cm P 2 litre 3-4 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
50/80cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.99 5.79 5.59 4.99
80/100cm P 5 litre 3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
100/120cm P 5 litre 3 11.59 10.99 10.49 9.99
120/150cm P 5 litre 3 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
100/120cm RB 2-3 12.99 12.19 11.59 10.99
120/150cm RB 2-3 18.69 17.69 16.79 15.99
150/175cm RB 2 26.79 25.39 24.19 22.99
175/200cm RB 2 33.59 31.99 30.49 28.99

60/80cm P 3 litre 3 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99

40/60cm P 3 litre 3 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
30/40cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.99 5.79 5.59 4.99
40/50cm P 2 litre 3-4 6.99 6.59 6.29 5.99
40/60cm P 5 litre 3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99
60/80cm P 5 litre 3 11.59 10.99 10.49 9.99
50/60cm P 7.5 litre 2-3 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
80/100cm P 15 litre 2 26.79 25.39 24.19 22.99

20/30cm P 2 litre 3-5 4.59 4.39 4.19 3.99
30/40cm P 2litre 3-4 5.99 5.79 5.59 4.99
40/60cm P 5 litre 3 9.29 8.89 8.39 7.99

20/30cm P 9cm 4-6 2.59 2.49 2.39 2.29
30/40cm P 1.6 litre 4-5 3.59 3.49 3.39 3.19
40/60cm P 1.6 litre 4-5 4.19 3.99 3.79 3.59
40/60cm P 2 litre 3-4 5.09 4.89 4.69 4.49
60/90cm P 2 litre 3-4 6.49 6.19 5.99 5.69
60/80cm P 4 litre 3 7.99 7.69 7.29 6.99
80/100cm P 4 litre 3 10.49 9.99 9.49 8.99
80/100cm P 6 litre 2-3 12.99 12.19 11.59 10.99
90/120cm P 6 litre 2-3 14.99 14.39 13.69 12.99
100/120cm P 15 litre 2 28.99 27.59 26.29 24.99
120/150cm P 15 litre 2 34.49 32.99 31.49 29.99
150/175cm P 15 litre 2 39.99 38.59 36.79 34.99
120/150cm P 25 litre 2 38.99 36.59 34.69 32.99
150/175cm P 25 litre 2 45.99 43.99 41.99 39.99
175/200cm P 25 litre 2 57.99 54.99 52.49 49.99
60/80cm RB 2-3 12.99 12.19 11.59 10.99
80/100cm RB 2-3 17.49 16.59 15.79 14.99
100/125cm RB 2 26.79 25.39 24.19 22.99
125/150cm RB 2 36.49 34.79 33.29 31.99
150/175cm RB 2 64.99 61.49 58.79 55.99
175/200cm RB 1.5-2 99.99 97.99 93.99 89.99
200/225cm RB 1.5-2 139.99 132.99 125.99119.99

40/60cm P 3 litre 4-6 10.49 9.99 9.49 8.99
60/90cm RB 3-4 17.49 16.59 15.79 14.99
90/120cm RB 3-4 28.99 27.59 26.29 24.99
120/150cm RB 3 45.99 43.99 41.99 39.99
150/175cm RB 3 64.99 61.49 58.79 55.99

Thuja Brabant 
Thuja occidentalis
‘Brabant’

Quickthorn
Crataegnus Monogyna
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Pot Grown & Rootball 
HEDGING, SHRUBS AND CONIFERS Quickthorn – Yew Irish

Size(s)
Available

Per
metre

Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)

1-4 5-24 25-99 100+
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Guelder Rose Hazel Catkins

Crabapple WildBuckthorn SeaBuckthorn CommonBlackthornAlder Common

Mixed Native Hedgerow

Dogwood Common Elder

Rose Sweet Briar Spindle

Hornbeam Maple Field Rose Dog Rose

Winter Hedgerow

Pear CommonOak English

Native hedgerows in the landscape

Quickthorn Blossom Quickthorn Haws

Privet WildPlum Myrobalan
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The last few decades has seen the demise of many miles of established hedgerows and their associated wildlife. To help redress this balance we are 
offering a range of hedgerow mixes to suit all purposes and budgets. These will grow together to form a dense intruder proof hedge or boundary that
will be stockproof (except for the thornless mix) and will support a wide variety of wildlife.

Hedge height – All of our hedgerow mixes are suitable for hedges of 120cm upwards.

Trimming – We recommend trimming your mixed hedge at anytime from August onwards, ideally in winter.

How many plants? – For a single row hedge we recommend planting at 3 plants per metre (33cm/13ins apart) or 5 plants per metre for a staggered double row with 40cm/16ins between
plants and 40cm/16ins between the 2 rows as shown below.

To make an extra dense, bushy hedge it is possible to increase the number of plants up to 7 per metre, especially if smaller plants (up to 60/90cm) are used in which case staggered rows
should be planted as above but with 28cm/11ins between the plants.

All our hedgerow mixes are supplied bare-rooted from November to early April except for the potted plants at the bottom of the page that may be planted all year round. Please note-we will
always include a good selection of species within your order but we cannot accept requests for specific plants. To be certain of including or excluding a particular plant please do order separately.

Our hedgerow plants are sold in multiples of 10 and our minimum order is 20 plants of any particular mix.

We strongly recommend ‘Rootgrow’ (Page 4) to get your new native hedge off to a great start.

Hopes Grove
Economy Native
Hedgerow Mix

An economical mix of species where cost is the main consideration, especially where large quantities are
contemplated. We sell hundreds of thousands of this tried and tested stock proof mix to our farming
customers every year. 

Comprising 75% Quickthorn to knit the hedge together, the balance is selected with a minimum of 5
species from the following, Alder, Blackthorn, Dog Rose, Dogwood, Field Maple, Hazel and Spindle.

The widest ranging and most interesting mix available from any supplier when tested by Gardening Which.
A very popular mix to give year round interest and variety with catkins, flower, fruits and berries and
autumn foliage.

The mixture comprises 50% Quickthorn and 25% Blackthorn to knit the hedge together, the balance is
drawn from Common Alder, Common Dogwood, Field Maple, Guelder Rose, Hazel, Wild Privet, Dog Rose,
Scotch Rose, Sweet Briar, Spindle, Wayfaring Tree and Wild Crabapple. 
Available as 2-3ft and 3-4ft transplants.

A mixture of taller plants for customers requiring a more instant effect. As many hedgerow plants will not
transplant successfully at these larger sizes we have restricted the mix to the reliable, proven species.

The mixture comprises 75% Quickthorn with the balance normally selected from Common Alder, Field
Maple, Hornbeam, Spindle and Wild Crabapple. We may occasionally supply this mixture with a large or
smaller number of species than listed depending on the stock available at the time of order.

An attractive, wildlife friendly mix of hedgerow natives for any situation where thorns are undesirable,
especially next to public rights of way etc.

Our mixture is made up from the following plants 25% Hornbeam, 25% Field Maple, 25% Hazel and 25%
selected (minimum of 5 species) from the following Dogwood, Spindle, Wild Crabapple, Guelder Rose, Wild
Privet and Common Alder.

A native hedgerow mix carefully selected to give as much privacy as possible without using more ‘suburban’
hedging plants. Our privacy mix relies on leaf retaining Beech and Hornbeam together with Quickthorn to
‘knit’ the hedge together.

Our mix comprises 25% Quickthorn, 25% Hornbeam, 25% Green Beech with the balance selected from
Blackthorn, Dogwood, Field Maple, Guelder Rose, Spindle, Dog Rose and Wild Crabapple.

(Other evergreen native hedge plants could be ordered separately and interspersed with this mix to give
extra coverage in winter, for example Green Holly (Page 19) Gorse (Page 19) . English Yew (Page 13 and 27)
could also be included if the hedge is well away from farm animals and horses.)

Our specially selected mixture of hedgerow plants will provide a varied annual crop of nuts, hips and
berries suitable for making jams, syrups,(sloe gins!) and for eating fresh. These plants will knit together to
make a dense hedge that is both stock proof and will support a wide variety of wildlife.

Our edible hedgerow mix comprises 25% Quickthorn, 25% Blackthorn, 25% Hazel with the balance
(minimum 5 species) selected from the following Wild Pear, Dog Rose, Elder, Wild Crabapple, Myrobalan
Plum and Amelanchier.

Our coastal hedgerow mix has been specially formulated to thrive in the harsh salt laden windy conditions
near the coast. These plants will knit together to produce a hardy stockproof hedge with many flowers and
berries providing excellent wildlife value.

Coastal hedgerow mix comprises 25% Quickthorn, 25% Blackthorn, 25% Field Maple with the balance
selected from Dog Rose, Sea Buckthorn, Scotch rose, Wild Privet, Elder and Cotoneaster.

A rich mixture of up to ten native species that are particularly useful for birds and will also grow into a dense
intruder proof hedgerow, not only encouraging birds but also many other forms of wildlife into your garden.

Our bird friendly hedge mix comprises 25% Quickthorn, 25% Blackthorn, 25% Field Maple with the
remaining 25% (minimum 5 species) drawn from Common Alder, Bird Cherry, Wayfaring Tree, Myrobalan
Plum, Guelder Rose, Hazel and Dog Rose.

A natural stock and burglar proof hedge with a twist, this mix of species will provide flowers for much of the
season, not to mention colourful hips, berries and autumn foliage later in the season.

Our flowering hedge mix comprises 25% Quickthorn, 25% Blackthorn, 25% Rugosa Roses (Red and White)
with the balance (minimum 5 species) drawn from Amelanchier, Dog Rose, Elder, Myrobalan Plum, Guelder
Rose and Wild Crabapple.

Hopes Grove Special 
Native Mix

Hopes Grove Larger 
Native Plant Mix

Hopes Grove
Thornless Native
Hedge Mix

Hopes Grove
Privacy Native
Hedgerow Mix

Hopes Grove Edible
Hedgerow Mix

Hopes Grove Coastal
Hedgerow Mix

Hopes Grove Bird
Friendly Hedgerow
Mix

Hopes Grove
Flowering
Hedgerow Mix

40/60cm BR 0.89 0.46 0.39
60/80cm BR 1.09 0.64 0.55
60/90cm TR 1.39 0.79 0.69
90/120cm TR 1.79 1.02 0.89
100/125cm FW 2.49 1.25 1.09

60/90cm TR 1.49 0.91 0.79
90/120cm TR 1.99 1.14 0.99
100/125cm FW 2.79 1.36 1.19
60/90cmP2litre 4.49 4.29 4.09
90/120cm P2 litre 4.99 4.69 4.39
120/150cm P4 litre 8.99 8.49 7.99
150/175cmP10 litre 16.49 15.79 14.99
175/200cm P10 litre 19.79 18.89 17.99

125/150cm FW 2.89 1.98 1.79
150/175cm FW 4.49 3.29 2.89

60/100cm TR 1.49 0.91 0.79
100/125cmFW 2.79 1.64 1.45

60/100cmTR 1.49 0.91 0.79
100/125cmFW 2.79 1.64 1.45

60/100cmTR 1.49 0.91 0.79

60/100cm TR 1.49 0.91 0.79

60/100cm TR 1.49 0.91 0.79
100/125cmFW 2.79 1.64 1.45

60/100cmTR 1.49 0.91 0.79

Single Row – 3 plants per metre Double Row – 5 plants per metre Double Row – 7 plants per metre

� � � � � � � � �
� � �

� � � � �
� � � �33cm/13in

40cm/16in

40cm/16in

40cm/
16in

28cm/11in

28cm/11in

40cm
/16in
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Native Hedge Mixes

Size(s)
Available

Price/plant for qty shown
20+ 50+ 250+

See our
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Trough Hedging
We grow a wide range of species in convenient 1 metre sections, these are young hedging products that have been trimmed
several times, while being comparatively easy to handle and economically priced they give a good landscape impact
immediately on planting. 

Our Trough hedges are quick to plant and will produce an excellent dense and bushy hedge as they have already been correctly
pre spaced, planting takes less than half the time compared to using individual plants. Hedge troughs can also be bent or cut to
accommodate almost any shape.

Our hedge troughs are available all year round, sizes and prices can be found in the instant hedging section of our website,
species include green and golden privet, English yew, green and purple beech, hornbeam, common box, griselinia, quickthorn,
Portuguese laurel, lonicera nitida and mixed native hedging.

We recommend using the soaker hose on page 4 to give your new instant hedge the best 

English Yew Green Privet Griselinia Hornbeam

Mixed Native Hedging Portugal Laurel Purple Beech Production Lines
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Hedging Elements
These field grown plants are a larger grade of Instant Pre-formed hedging that have been precisely trimmed for several years to
give an instant, mature ‘ show garden’ look and a high degree of privacy.

The root system is also pruned regularly throughout the production process, this produces a compact, fibrous root system that
facilitates transplanting at any time of year. (These are the only field grown plants in our catalogue that are available 12 months
of the year!)

Hedging elements are sold in 1 metre sections (each section contains 4 plants) and supplied in biodegradable cardboard
troughswhich are planted with the hedge. Each 1 metre section weighs around 150kgs and so assistance is required with
handling and planting.

Hedging elements are supplied complete with a drip irrigation kit made to the size of hedge ordered and included in the price.

Hedging elements are available in a wide range of species in heights from 80cm - 200cm. Full availability and prices may be found
on our website, for larger orders of 50 metres or more we offer tailored quotes with further discounts to the prices shown.

These are the largest and tallest grade of instant hedging available. Hedge units are usually rootballed plants that have been
grown ‘individually’ and trimmed at the sides to produce a dense bushy plant in a pre-formed columnar shape. These may be
planted together to give the effect of an instant hedge with immediate privacy in heights up to 250cms. 

Hedge units are available in a wide range of sizes the smaller, younger plants represent a more intermediate (and cost effective)
type of instant hedging that are substantially ‘fuller’ and more developed than normal rootballed plants. These will require up
to 3 plants per metre to give a good degree of coverage at the time of planting and give full coverage within a year or so in
reasonable conditions.

Larger fully formed block shaped hedging units that give full coverage immediately in sizes up to 70cm x 70cm x 250cm high.
These are an ideal solution where complete privacy and height are essential. Each plant can weigh up to 150kg and so
assistance with planting and handling is required.

Hedge units are available from October – April. Full availability and prices may be found on our website and we offer further
discounts for larger quantities.

Order Preparation Growing Fields 200cm Hornbeam Hedge Elements

Green Beech 250cm x 70cm x 70cm Common Laurel 250cm x 70cm Hornbeam 250cm x 70cm x 70cm
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Deciduous Azalea
Fireball

Deciduous Azalea
Pontica

Evergreen Azalea
Blaauws Pink

Rhododendron Anna
Rose Whitney

Rhododendron
Cunninghams White

Rhododendron
Halfdan Lem

Deciduous Azalea
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Evergreen Azalea
Blue Danube

Rhododendron Cheer

Rhododendron Delta

Rhododendron
Horizon Monarch

Deciduous Azalea
Whitethroat

Evergreen Azalea
Geisha Purple

Rhododendron
Christmas Cheer

Rhododendron
Germania

Rhododendron
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Evergreen Azalea
Addy Werry

Evergreen Azalea
Mothers Day

Rhododendron
Cosmopolitan

Rhododendron
Goldflimmer

Rhododendron Lees
Dark Purple

Evergreen Azalea
Adonis

Evergreen Azalea
Silvester

Rhododendron
Cunninghams Blush

Rhododendron
Gomer Waterer

Rhododendron Lord
Roberts

Deciduous Azalea
Golden Eagle

Deciduous Azalea
Harvest Moon

Deciduous Azalea
Homebush

Deciduous Azalea
Hotspur
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AZALEAS AND RHODODENDRONS Available October - April
These showy plants can be relied on to produce a stunning display of flowers in the spring, all require a moist but well
drained lime free soil with plenty of leaf mould or similar organic matter incorporated. They are surface rooting plants
and can however be grown in most soils if generous quantities of peat are added at the time of planting and as an
annual top dressing, applications of sequestered iron are also helpful where lime is present. All will be supplied as
strong ‘chunky’ three year old budded plants in 4 and 5 litre pots and will be between 30 and 60cm in height
depending on growth habits

AZALEAS
Deciduous Varieties These stunning shrubs come alive in May with a profusion of brightly coloured trumpet
shaped flowers in a variety of shades, few shrubs produce such a wealth of colour. These plants also have beautiful
autumn colours of yellow, orange and red. All are slow growing and will gradually attain a height of around 150cm.
Supplied in 4 litre pots.All £15.79 each • Any 5 or more £14.29 each 

Fireball Deep orange-red, copper red growing foliage

Golden Eagle Reddish-orange with orange/yellow veins and vivid orange blotches. Very attractive.

Harvest Moon Straw yellow with chrome yellow flare, scented.

Homebush Deep rose pink with paler shading, semi double flowers. Very attractive.

Hotspur Dazzling flame red with deeper markings in the upper petals.

Pontica (Azelea pontica, Superb plant with large rounded trusses of strongly fragrant yellow flowers in May.
Rhododendron luteum)

Satan Bright geranium red flowers open from darker buds

Whitethroat Delightful pure white semi double flowers

Evergreen Varieties Small leaved evergreen shrubs producing a tapestry of colour in May, they are compact
and rarely exceed one metre in height. Evergreen Azaleas are extremely versatile, suitable for beds and borders,
informal hedges and topiary, woodland gardens and containers. Supplied in 4 litre pots. All £13.99 each 
• Any 5 or more £12.79 each

Addy Werry Deep vermillion red flowers

Adonis Frilly edged white flowers

Amoena Masses of light purple flowers

Blaauws Pink Salmon pink flowers with paler shading

Blue Danube Very distinctive variety with striking bluish-violet flowers

Geisha Red Deep purple red, very hardy

Geisha Purple Mound forming variety with rich purple flowers

Mothers Day Deep red with darker red blotches

Silvester Purple red flowers with paler margins

Stewartsonian Vivid red, reddish foliage in winter

LARGE FLOWERED RHODODENDRONS
These larger growing varieties are unsurpassed for the beauty of their large flower trusses, they are equally at home in
the dappled (not dense) shade of woodland plantings or in full sun. Ideal as specimens or for massed plantings where
space allows and as informal hedges.  In most situations these varieties will grow to around 180cm x 180cm. Supplied
in 5 litre pots. All £18.49 each • Any 5 or more £16.99 each

Albert Schweitzer Rosy red with a deeper red blotch

Anna Rose Whitney Deep rose pink with brown spots borne in dense rounded trusses

Cheer Purplish-pink with red spots and red blotch. Tough

Christmas Cheer Pink flowers fading to white, bushy growth. Flowers March

Cosmopolitan Pale pink with deeper red flare

Cunninghams Blush Reliable variety with the most delicate blush pink flowers that contrast perfectly with the 
deep green foliage.

Cunningham White Pale mauve fading to white with yellow, brown and purple spots.

Delta Bushy variety producing dense clusters of bright pink flowers

Germania Large deep pink flowers

Goldflimmer Compact lilac with central gold leaf variegation

Gomer Waterer White flowers flushed pale mauve with a mustard basal blotch. Bushy growth.

Halfdan Lem Robust strong grower with deep green foliage and large trusses of bright red flowers.

Horizon Monarch Very large warm yellow flowers with red markings open from red buds

Kokardia Frilly lavender pink flowers with a prominent wine red blotch

Lees Dark Purple Royal purple with ochre markings

Lord Roberts A robust upright growing variety with dark crimson flowers that have extensive black markings

Madame Masson Trusses of white flowers with a yellow basal blotch

Marie Forte Dense bushy cultivar, rich deep rosy flowers with darker markings on large clusters

Markeeta’s Prize Rich dark green foliage and large scarlet flowers with darker red spots

Mosers Maroon Strong grower with maroon-red flowers that have darker markings

Nova Zembla Deep red flowers with a darker blotch

Ponticum Roseum Elegans Large trusses of clear lilac-pink

Red Jack A reliable variety producing attractive ruby-red flowers. Bushy growth

Rocket Rosy pink flower trusses

Scintillation Pink flowers with bronze flare in large rounded trusses

Scyphocalix A spreading compact variety, unusual flower clusters are vivid pink with a gold throat

Virginia Richards Large pale orange flushed pink flowers with wavy edges

Wilgens Ruby Deep red with darker spots

Wilgens Surprise Deep Rosy flowers with chocolate brown markings. 
Healthy deep green foliage, bushy growth

Rhododendron
Markeetas Prize

Rhododendron Nova
Zembla

Rhododendron Red
Jack

Rhododendron
Scintillation

Rhododendron
Mosers Maroon

Rhododendron Ponticum
Roseum Elegans

Rhododendron Rocket

Rhododendron
Virginia Richards

Rhododendron
Scyphocalix

Rhododendron
Madame Masson

Rhododendron Marie
Forte

Rhododendron 
Wilgens Ruby
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Our ground cover plants make an excellent way of reducing maintenance without compromising on colour and interest, we have varieties suitable for all
situations from dense shade to full sun. Planting distances are very much a matter of personal choice and budget but as a rough guide – 4 plants per square metre
is adequate if you are patient, 6 per square metre will give better coverage while 9-12 plants per square metre will make a weed suppressing carpet very quickly.
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P2litre 4.99 4.79 4.59 4.39
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Alchemilla Mollis
(Lady’s mantle)  

Bergenia Cordifolia
‘Purpurea’  
(Elephants ears)

Anemone
(Japanese Anemone)

Honorine Jobert 

Prince Heinrich 

September Charm 

Aster
(Aster dumosus,
Aster novi-belgii)

Alice Haslam’ 

‘Apollo’

‘Lady in Blue’

Marjorie’

Catmint, Small
Nepeta x faasenii 

Catmint, Giant
Nepeta ‘Six Hills Giant’

Cotoneaster
Coral Beauty
Cotoneaster x suecicus
‘Coral Beauty’

Cotoneaster
Dammeri
Cotoneaster dammeri

Hardy Geranium
(Cranesbill)

Himalayense ‘Gravetye’ 

‘Lavender Pinwheel’ 

Phaeum

Phaeum Album 

Rosemoor 

Splish Splash 

Wargrave Pink 

Hypericum
Calycinum
Rose of Sharon

Verbena
bonariensis

Periwinkle

Vinca

Vinca Major

Vinca major ‘Variegata’ 

Vinca minor ‘Bowles Variety’ 

Vinca minor ‘Gertrude Jekyll’

This wonderful little clump forming plant deserves to be a part of every garden. The scalloped fresh green leaves are brought to life by the tiny
water droplets they trap, catching and reflecting the sunlight. Throughout the summer months the Lady’s mantle is topped by a frothy foam of
chartreuse yellow flower sprays. A great ground cover plant for lining paths and other areas, highly valued by garden designers as Alchemilla
makes a great foil for stronger colours and seems to go well with just about anything! A tough and resilient plant that does well in most situations
and is very drought tolerant once established. 60cm

These easy to grow plants never fail to delight, when much of the garden is past its best Anemones open into a succession of saucer shaped
blooms from August until October, held on strong and wiry stems so that staking is unnecessary. Grow them in full sun or part shade, cut down old
stems after flowering.

(Anemone x Hybrida ‘Honorine Jobert’) Along succession of yellow centred pure-white flowers from mid-summer until late autumn. Anemone
Honorine Jobert is a great late season plant that is really at its best when most other perennials have finished flowering. 120cm.

(Anemone hupehensis var japonica ‘Prince Heinrich’) This darker pink Anemone produces semi double flowers with slightly quilled/curled
petals above a clump of green foliage from mid-Summer until Autumn. 75cm.

(Anemone x hybrida ‘September Charm’) One of the best plants for Autumn colour, September Charm has larger yellow-centred pink flowers
borne on wiry stems above rich green foliage, very prolific and tough. 90cm.

A great Autumn plant, we have a selection of these hardy low growing ‘Michaelmas Daisies’, growing to just 30cm or so they are clothed in flowers
from late summer onwards when colour in the garden can be in short supply. Asters are easy to grow in any reasonable soil in sun or partial shade
where they will steadily spread providing colour for many years. A good plant for both bees and butterflies.

(Aster novi-belgii ‘Alice Haslam’) Masses of deep rose-pink flowers with yellow centres on compact plants growing to 25cm.

(Aster dumosus ‘Apollo’) Long lasting white star shaped flowers each with a yellow centre, 40cm.

(Aster novi-belgii ‘Lady in Blue’) Gorgeous powder-blue flowers with yellow centres sit above a neat rosette of foliage. 30cm.

(Aster dumosus ‘Marjorie’) Bushy low growing variety with masses of pale pink, yellow centred flowers throughout the Autumn. 30cm.

Bergenia was a recurring plant in Gertrude Jekyll’s garden designs and it is easy to see why, this useful evergreen herbaceous plant has bold red
flushed architectural foliage that turns to various shades of rich purple during the winter months, this colouration is more dramatic in poor soils.
During late winter and spring masses of strong wiry stems erupt from the foliage carrying clusters of rich cerise-pink flowers.  Bergenia is a tough
and adaptable plant that will tolerate any soil in full sun or partial shade. 

This wonderful little perennial has an enduring popularity in British gardens, the neat little clumps of aromatic grey-green foliage supports a
profusion of flower stems clothed with Lavender blue flowers that are adored by bees. The flowers appear from late may right through until the
autumn making Nepeta an excellent companion to Roses, they are a good plant for lining paths where the cascade of foliage and flowers will soften
edges and fill the air with their aroma, particularly when crushed by passing feet. Best in full sun, prefers a well-drained soil. 45cm.

The larger growing Catmint, much bolder clumps of grey-green aromatic foliage are topped by a riot of lavender blue flowers held on upright stems
throughout the summer months. These are great plants for a sunny flower borders or amongst larger roses or paired with silver leaved plants, plant
them near paths or close to the house so the aroma can be appreciated, especially after summer rain. Best in full sun, prefers a well-drained soil, 70cm.

These evergreen shrubs are great for low maintenance gardening, once established they will grow into a dense weed supressing mat of tiny
evergreen leaves. In spring the low growing branches come alive with a smothering of tiny creamy white star-shaped flowers that are loved by bees.
Later in the season the branches are studded with an abundance colourful orange-red berries that will attract birds into the garden. Perfect ground
cover in any well drained soil, Cotoneaster Coral Beauty is particularly good for covering difficult shady areas under trees and around shrubs. 60cm.

This is the very low growing prostrate Cotoneaster, growing to no taller than 20cm or so. Cotoneaster dammeri has deep green oval shaped
evergreen leaves on long trailing shoots. Masses of creamy white flowers open from pale pink buds that smother the plants in spring and develop
into very colourful fruits in autumn, in colour they are best described as sealing wax red. One of the very best evergreen ground cover plants,
perfect underneath larger shrubs or for covering banks and other areas where a weed supressing carpet of foliage would be desirable.

Needing little introduction, Hardy Geraniums are indispensable around Roses and in perennial borders, they also make an effective ground cover
solution in many other situations. Geraniums will tolerate most soils provided they are not waterlogged and will give good coverage in sun or
partial shade where they will steadily increase into a weed supressing carpet of foliage. All will flower in early to midsummer, often producing
more flowers intermittently until autumn, especially if deadheaded.

(Geranium himalayense ‘Gravetye’) Distinctive fern- like mid green foliage that spreads, the large saucer shaped flowers are violet-blue with a
lighter centre, the first and biggest flush in June and then intermittently through until Autumn. 45cm.

(Geranium phaeum ‘Lavender Pinwheel’) A beautifully curious variety, the lavender-white flowers have darker veins and edgings held above
fresh green foliage that has darker chocolate markings.

(Geranium phaeum, Dusky Cranesbill) A strong growing species with distinctive purple-black flowers and a strong and attractive clump of
divided foliage, sometime with chocolate coloured markings. One of the best for shade. 80cm.

(Geranium phaeum ‘Album’, Dusky Cranesbill) A good plant in shade, the perfect small white flowers are held above a bold clump of foliage with
attractive chocolate coloured markings.

(Geranium x magnificum ‘Rosemoor’) The fresh green deeply divided foliage covers quickly, the saucer shaped flowers are produced in clusters,
violet with deeper coloured veins. Better in full sun. 40cm.

(Geranium pratense ‘Splish Splash’) The randomly patterned flowers are white - splashed, striped and speckled with lilac and purple above green
foliage. 50cm

(Geranium x oxonianum ‘Wargrave Pink’) A tried and tested favourite with vigorous growth and a long flowering season. The flowers are salmon
pink at first, fading with age and are produced from spring right through until autumn above divided evergreen foliage. 60cm

A widely planted, carpeting evergreen valued for its ability to colonise difficult dry and shady areas of the garden. Its dark green foliage contrasts
against the large star shaped golden yellow flowers that appear in succession throughout the summer and autumn. Easy to grow in any reasonable
soil that does not become waterlogged and is very drought tolerant once established, great for supressing weeds in all manner of difficult areas
such as shady banks and around larger shrubs and trees. 30cm.

Vinca’s, commonly known as periwinkles are slender stemmed carpeting plants with glossy evergreen rounded leaves that will thrive in all aspects
from full sun to the dense shade under large trees. Masses of the small flowers appear continuously from early spring until early summer
(sometimes intermittently until autumn) nestled amongst the fresh green leaves. All of these varieties will quickly form a dense weed supressing
carpet in any reasonable soil, very drought tolerant once established. Greater Periwinkles (Vinca major varieties) have larger leaves up to 3cm or so
in length and arching new stems. The Lesser Periwinkles (Vinca minor varieties) have significantly smaller leaves and form a lower carpet of foliage.

Fresh light green foliage when young deepening to glossy dark green on maturity, purple-blue flowers in succession growing to 45cm.

The glossy green foliage is blotched and margined with creamy white giving extra interest, purple blue flowers. 45cm

Beautiful azure blue flowers nestled amongst the small glossy deep green leaves. 10cm

This selected variety has glistening pure white flowers that contrast with the deep green foliage. 10cm.

A prolific and easy to grow perennial, during the summer months the tall upright stems (which never need staking) support tightly packed flat clusters of
lavender purple flower heads that appear in succession from June until the autumn. A very popular plant with bees and butterflies and much used by garden
designers, it has a ‘transparent’ habit making it suitable for the front, middle or back of a flower border despite its height. Any reasonable soil, 120cm.
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Amelanchier
‘Obelisk’
Amelanchier alnifolia
‘Obelisk’

Flagpole Cherry  
Prunus ‘amanogawa’   

Great White
Cherry
Prunus ‘taihaku’

Kanzan Cherry 
Prunus serrulata ‘Kanzan’

Royal Burgundy
Cherry
Prunus serrulata ‘Royal
Burgundy’

Tibetan cherry 
Prunus serrula

Cornus Kousa
Chinensis
Flowering Dogwood

Crabapple,
Ornamental
Malus

Golden Hornet
Crabapple
Malus ‘Golden Hornet’

John Downie
Crabapple
Malus ‘John Downie’

Birch
Jacquemontii
Betula utilis
‘Jacquemontii’

Candy Floss 
Tree
Cercidiphyllum japonicum

Cherry, Ornamental
Flowering

Autumn
Flowering Cherry
Prunus subhirtella
autumnalis ‘rosea’
Cheals Weeping
Cherry 
Prunus ‘kidu shidare zakura’

A charming small tree of upright habit with elegantly upswept branches slowly developing into a gently fastigiate profile. In mid to
late spring the branches are clothed with a spectacular display of green centred white flowers. The rounded leaves are deep green
for most of the season turning to rich hues of yellow and orange in the autumn before they fall exposing the purple-red fruits. An
excellent small tree, especially for restricted spaces.

The Himalayan Birch is without doubt one of the best trees for winter interest, as the tree ages the bark becomes bright white, a
great winter garden can be created with groups of Himalayan Birch combined with drifts of dogwoods (P9) and willows (P13).
Himalayan Birches also make fine lawn specimens and look very handsome planted in woodland groups - or even plant three of our
smaller 1 litre plants in the same hole and watch them grow into an impressive multi-stemmed specimen within a few years! Rich
deep green foliage that turns to bright yellow in autumn. A tough, hardy and relatively fast growing tree.

The small growing Candy Floss or Katsura tree is something of a gem that deserves to be more widely planted. The heart shaped
leaves are satisfyingly arranged in pairs along the branches, in spring they emerge in hues of bronze and pink before turning to rich
green in summer. As autumn progresses the foliage changes to hues of yellow, orange, Smokey pink and red while at the same time
exuding a sweet burnt sugar smell from which the tree gets its name. Easy to grow in any good soil.

Flowering Cherries are generally smaller growing and very attractive deciduous trees grown mostly for the profusion of their
spring blossom and bright autumn hues of their foliage. Most are excellent trees for smaller spaces and will grow happily in any well
drained soil that is not too chalky.

The autumn flowering cherry produces a steady show of flowers intermittently (and mostly during milder weather) throughout the
autumn and winter months with the show finally reaching a peak at the end in the spring. A relatively small tree of dense ‘twiggy’
habit that is easy to grow and will flower from the first season it is planted.

A delightful and very small tree with graceful weeping branches that become clothed in deep pink powder puff flowers in late
spring. The leaves emerge bronze coloured before turning to glossy green during summer. Rarely grows larger than 2.5 metres x
2.5metres.

The flagpole cherry is a small and highly architectural tree with a tight columnar habit. In spring the semi double shell pink flowers
emerge from the branches in dense upright clusters. In autumn the leaves turn to colours of red, green and orange-yellow at the
same time making this little tree something of an all-rounder.

The Great white is a larger and more robust tree growing up to 12 metres producing very large brilliant white flowers (the largest
of any cherry) in April and May complemented perfectly by the rich bronzy-red of the newly emerged leaves. Coppery red peeling
bark on older trees and beautiful yellow and orange autumn colours make this a tree for all seasons. Some 300 of these trees are
planted in the Cherry Orchard at Alnwick to great effect.

One of the most widely planted cherries, easily spotted with its distinctive vase shape comprised of stiffly ascending branches,
becoming somewhat wider with age (like so many of us!). In spring the branches become clothed in a profusion of showy purple-
pink flowers. The newly emerged leaves provide a perfect backdrop of coppery-red before turning to green and then shades of
yellow and orange in autumn.

This small tree is effectively a burgundy-red leaved version of ‘Kanzan’ with a very similar growth habit and pendent clusters of rosy
pink flowers which perfectly complement the newly emerged leaves, these turn a bronzy colour in autumn. After the leaves have
dropped the peeling coppery coloured bark of older trees provides further interest.

A small but very robust tree with narrower willow-like leaves that turn to rich hues of buttery yellow as autumn progresses. The
white bowl shaped flowers are rather less significant than those of other cherries. This gem of a little tree is grown for the beauty of
its shining coppery-mahogany coloured bark on older trees which peels away in bands and is particularly decorative in winter.

Provides a spectacular display in early summer with its tiny flowers each surrounded by conspicuous creamy white bracts that
change colour with age, strawberry like fruits develop later in the season. Slowly growing into large conical shrub to 6 metres. In
Autumn the foliage provides a vivid tapestry of crimson and purple hues. Easy to grow in any good and well drained soil but not chalk.

Hardy and easily grown small trees cultivated for the beauty of their spring blossom during April and May and equally colourful
displays of crabapples later in the year, these are often retained after the leaves have fallen in autumn and are very popular with
birds. Any reasonable soil that does not become waterlogged.

A delightful small tree that is clothed in a profusion of white flowers during April and May followed by heavy crops of bright yellow
fruits that persist well into winter.

Probably the best ornamental crabapple (and the best for jelly!). Masses of white flowers in late spring followed by good crops of
comparatively large bright orange-red fruits.

A lovely little upright growing tree with tapered glossy deep purple foliage that turns to hues of rich red in autumn. In late spring a
profusion of quite large purple-crimson flowers emerge complementing the foliage perfectly. Dark red fruits.

A prized ornamental tree grown for the beauty of its white bracts that surround the tiny flowers appearing in late spring, they are
described variously as having the appearance of resting doves on the branches or as pure white handkerchiefs drying on the tree
from which the common names are derived. Refreshingly, for such a beautiful tree, the Davidia is no Diva – it has no long list of
must have cultural requirements any other particular fuss, just the best spot you can offer such a worthy plant, well prepared.

These are newer varieties of our native Elderberry (page 9) with very colourful deep purple foliage and contrasting richly coloured pink
flower clusters. They are relatively large and easily grown shrubs and their decorative foliage ensures a long season of interest once
flowering has finished. Tolerant of all soil types and may be hard pruned in spring to maintain both shape and the intensity of leaf colour.

A delightful variety with deeply divided rich purple foliage rather like that of a Dissectum Japanese maple only with a much more
robust constitution. In early summer a profusion of musk scented pink flushed elderflowers appear from creamy pink buds. The
characteristic red-black elderberries appear later in the season and are very popular with birds (and winemakers!) 3 metres.

A large leaved and robust variety that grows naturally into a narrow slender column, the leaves emerge greenish-purple and quickly
deepen in colour to a rich burgundy purple. The pink flushed flowers emerge in June in flattened sprays. An interesting and very
architectural new plant that has the potential for creating imaginative beds and borders contrasted with other plants – let your
imagination run riot!

One of the best for autumn colour. A bushy and dense growing deciduous shrub with narrow pointed deep green leaves that turn
to brilliantly rich hues of crimson and pink in autumn. An easily grown plant that lends itself perfectly to planting in borders, in drifts
where space allows and within woodland plantings. Slowly growing to around 2 metres or more in height and width.

We hope you enjoy thumbing through these last few pages of our catalogue as much as we have enjoyed assembling this collection
of plants! Photos of these and all of our plants as supplied may be viewed on our website.

Royalty Crabapple
Malus ‘Royalty’

Davidia
Involucrata 
Pocket Handkerchief Tree,
Dove Tree

Elder,
Ornamental

Black Lace
Sambucus nigra ‘Black
Lace’

Black Tower
Sambucus nigra 
‘Black Tower’

Euonymus alatus
Fire bush

20/30CM P 9CM 8.99 7.19
60/80CM P 5 LITRE 19.99 15.99

60/100CM P 1 LITRE 10.99 8.79
60/80CM P 1 LITRE MULTISTEM 10.99 8.79
150/200CM P5 LITRE 24.99 19.99
120/150CM P 5 LITRE MULTISTEM 24.99 19.99

40/60CMP 9CM 5.99 4.79
120/150CM P 5 LITRE 19.99 15.99

100/150CM BR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CM P 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CM BR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CM P 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CM BR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CM P 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CM BR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CM P 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CM BR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CM P 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CMBR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CM P 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CM BR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CM P 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

30/40CMP 9CM 5.99 4.79
80/100CM P 5 LITRE 19.99 15.99

100/150CMBR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/175CMP 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CMBR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/175CMP 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CMBR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/175CMP 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

60/80CMP 3 LITRE 19.99 15.99

40/60CMP 5 LITRE 14.99 11.99

40/60CMP 5 LITRE 14.99 11.99

20/30CMP 9CM 5.99 4.79
30/40CMP 2 LITRE 9.99 7.99
60/80CMP 5 LITRE 19.99 15.99
80/100CMP 25 LITRE 39.99 31.99
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Ornamental Trees & Shrubs Amelanchier ‘Obelisk’ – Euonymus Alatus
Size(s)
Available

Per
metre

Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)

1+ 3+
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Honeysuckle Winter

Indian Bean Tree
Golden

Lilac Lebioduszka

Lilac Znamya Lenina

Indian Bean Tree
Purple

Laburnum Vossii

Lilac Carpe Diem

Magnolia Grandiflora Ferruginea

Exochorda Snow White

Hazel Purple

Hornbeam Rockhampton Red

Hazel Corkscrew Hazel Red Majestic

Fremontodendron
California Glory

Lilac Beauty Of Moscow

Lilac Miss Ellen
Willmott

Lilac Lila Wonder

Liquidambar

Haz  
Coryl

Red 
Corylu    

Hon  
Lonice  

Indi   
Catal

Prim
Syring   

Zna  
Syring    

Liqu  
Liquid  

Gold  
Bea  
Catal   

Purp   
Tree
Catalp    

Lab   
Labur    

Mag
Gra
‘Fer
Everg  

Lilac
Syring  

Bea   
Syringa    

Car  
Syring    

Leb
Syring   

Lila 
Syring    

Mis   
Syring    
Willm

Cor   
Coryl   

Pur   
Coryl   

Exo  
Wh
Exoch  
‘Snow 

Frem
‘Califo  

Hor
‘Roc  
Carpi  
‘Rock  
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Hazel, Ornamental
Corylus

Red Majestic
Corylus avellana ‘Red Majestic’

Honeysuckle, Winter
Lonicera fragrantissima

Indian Bean Tree
Catalpa

Primrose
Syringa vulgaris ‘Primrose’

Znamya Lenina
Syringa vulgaris ‘Znamya Lenina’

Liquidambar 
Liquidambar styraciflua

Golden Indian
Bean Tree
Catalpa bignonoides aurea

Purple Indian Bean
Tree
Catalpa x erubescens ‘Purpurea’

Laburnum Vossii 
Laburnum x watereri ‘Vossii’

Magnolia
Grandiflora
‘Ferruginea’
Evergreen Magnolia

Lilac
Syringa vulgaris

Beauty of Moscow
Syringa vulgaris ‘Beauty of Moscow’

Carpe Diem
Syringa vulgaris ‘Carpe Diem’

Lebioduszka
Syringa vulgaris ‘Lebioduszka’

Lila Wonder
Syringa vulgaris ‘Lila Wonder’

Miss Ellen Willmott
Syringa vulgaris ‘Miss Ellen
Willmott’

Corkscrew Hazel 
Corylus avellana ‘Contorta’

Purple Hazel 
Corylus maxima ‘Purpurea’

Exochorda are grown for the beauty of their paper white flowers, borne on long arching branches during late spring. ‘Snow White’
is a larger flowered variety, the saucer shaped flowers emerge from pearl-like buds, each one made of 5 petals. A tough and hardy
deciduous shrub that grows perfectly well in most soil types including chalk where it does much better than its more weakly
constituted (and smaller flowered) cousin Exochorda ‘The Bride’. Slowly growing to 4 metres.

These are eye-catching and very floriferous evergreen shrubs produce a succession of their large bright yellow flowers throughout
the season from late spring until autumn. The lobed leaves have a soft leathery feel to the touch hence the common name Flannel
bush. As the name suggests these plants are native to California and so require a warm and sheltered south facing border – even
better a warm and sheltered south facing wall where they can grow to 6 metres. Moist but well drained soil, may be cut back by
frost in very cold spells but established plants will readily recover the following spring.

These Hazels are easily grown and make great specimen plants, all have the characteristic catkins that appear on the bare branches
during late winter. Any reasonable soil in sun or shade.

A well-known deciduous shrub with distinctive curiously twisted shoots that are most conspicuous in winter when adorned with
Xthe attractive long golden yellow catkins. A distinctive and valuable architectural shrub growing slowly to 3 metres.

This beautiful variety is valued for its exceptionally rich purple foliage, the catkins are reddish purple in colour and are followed by a
crop of purple nuts in late summer. A great specimen shrub that also makes a very eye-catching hedge

This is the red leaved form of the ‘Corkscrew Hazel’ having the same curiously twisted habit of growth but with rich wine-red
foliage and purple-red catkins that emerge on the bare branches in late winter.

A delightful semi evergreen shrub grown for its sweetly scented creamy white flowers that emerge in succession from the bare
branches throughout the winter months. Best planted next to a path or near the house (or even trained on a wall) so the scent may
be appreciated during the short winter days. Easy to grow in sun or partial shade. 2 metres.

An exciting new variety of Hornbeam discovered by chance on a UK tree nursery, ‘Rockhampton Red’ has the same growth
characteristics as the widely grown common Hornbeam being a hardy native plant particularly tolerant of poorly drained soil. The
leaves of Hornbeam ‘Rockhampton Red’ turn from green to bright red and orange from late September, the colours persisting until
November when the leaves turn to nut brown with many of them being retained in the same manner as its parent. A super new
plant with great potential for all the same purposes as the usual native Hornbeam – as a specimen tree, for pleaching, topiary or
even as a very special hedge!

These graceful deciduous trees have exceptionally large heart shaped leaves and distinctive panicles of white flowers that stand
proudly above the foliage in late summer, often followed by the clusters of long slender seed pods from which the tree gets its
name. For specimen planting (in a lawn for example) few trees are more deserving. Any reasonable soil as long as not waterlogged,
not suitable for exposed sites as the large leaves tend to get damaged by wind.

An outstanding tree of spreading habit with huge buttery yellow leaves that are bronze when young. While the Golden Bean Tree
will ultimately grow to 10 metres or more it is sometimes grown as a large shrub (hard pruned in spring) which increases the leaf
size even further, quite something with a bold drift of blue Agapanthus in front (or anything else for that matter!)

Another exceptionally beautiful tree, the oversized leaves open deepest velvety purple and change through various shades of
smokey purple and dark green as summer progresses. The white foxglove like flowers contrast perfectly in July and August.

One of the most popular spring flowering trees. Laburnum Vossii is a particularly free flowering Laburnum with exceptionally long
fragrant racemes of bright yellow flowers that trail down up to 50cm. A small vase shaped tree that rarely grows taller than 5
metres, it can also be trained onto arches and other shapes. A very tolerant and easy to grow tree needing little more than
reasonable drainage. All parts of Laburnum are poisonous to humans.

Needing little introduction these popular deciduous shrubs are grown for their deliciously fragrant flower clusters that appear in
late spring above lustrous heart shaped foliage. Lilacs are great shrubs for mixed borders and are easy to grow. Most varieties will
grow to 3 or 4 metres in any reasonable soil.

Blush pink buds open to flowers of pure white

Bushy growing variety with handsome flower spikes of light blue-mauve

Shell pink buds open to pure white above bright green heart shaped foliage.

An upright variety with dense spikes of single lilac flowers with an attractive white margin.

Creamy green buds open to pure white double flowers

Beautiful pale primrose yellow flowers in dense panicles

A beautiful cultivar with large fragrant flower panicles of rich reddish purple

The Liquidambar or Sweet Gum is a large beautiful deciduous tree that catches the eye in all seasons, the shiny green star shaped
leaves turn to rich colours of yellow, orange and crimson in Autumn revealing the unusual corky bark of older trees after they fall.
Suitable for all reasonable soils except chalk, the Liquidambar needs space as it will ultimately grow to 25 metres.

This is a bushy upright form of the evergreen ‘Bull Bay’ Magnolia, one of the best evergreen trees. The deep green leathery leaves
are very large and rounded with a coating of rusty red hairs on the underside, especially on younger leaves. The very large goblet
shaped flowers emerge on the ends of the branches during August and September, a great shrub for a sunny sheltered spot
especially against a wall if space allows. 10 metres.

20/30CMP 9CM 5.99 4.79
60/90CMP 5 LITRE 19.99 15.99

60/80cm P3litre 16.99 13.59

60/80CMP 4 LITRE 15.99 12.79

60/100CMBR 8.99 7.19

60/80CMP 4 LITRE 17.99 14.39

40/60CMP 3 LITRE 9.99 7.99

60/80CMP 1 LITRE 14.99 11.99

50/70CMP 5 LITRE 16.99 13.59

50/70CMP 5 LITRE 16.99 13.59

120/150CMBR MDN 16.99 13.59

40/60CMP 3 LITRE 11.99 9.59

40/60CMP 3 LITRE 11.99 9.59

40/60CMP 3 LITRE 11.99 9.59

40/60CMP 3 LITRE 11.99 9.59

40/60CMP 3 LITRE 11.99 9.59

40/60CMP 3 LITRE 11.99 9.59

40/60CMP 3 LITRE 11.99 9.59

40/60CMP 9 CM 5.99 4.79
100/150CMP 5 LITRE 19.99 15.99

60/80CMP 5 LITRE 24.99 19.99

Exochorda Snow
White
Exochorda Serratifolia
‘Snow White’

Fremontodendron
‘California Glory’

Hornbeam
‘Rockhampton Red’
Carpinus Betulus
‘Rockhampton Red’
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Available

Per
Metre

Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)

1+ 3+

Ornamental Trees & Shrubs 
Exochorda Snow White – Magnolia Grandiflora
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Mountain Ash Pink
Pagoda

Parrotia Persica

Wisteria Macrobotrys Wisteria Alba

Quickthorn Double Red

Strawberry Tree

Wisteria Rosea Wisteria Prolific

Viburnum Kilamanjaro

Wisteria Venusta

Maple Bloodgood Maple Dissectum

Maple Crimson King Mountain Ash Embley Mountain Ash Joseph
Rock

Maple Dissectum
Garnet

Wisteria Floribunda
Violacea Plena

Quickthorn Double
Pink 

Maple Orange Dream Maple Sango Kaku

Mahonia Charity

Mah   

Map  
Acer 

Map   
Acer p  

Map   
Acer p  

Map  
Gar
Acer pa   

Map  
Dre
Acer p   

Map    
Acer p  
‘Sango 

Map  
King
Acer p   

Mou  
Sorbu

Mou  
Emb
Sorbu  

Mou  
Jose  
Sorbu   

Mou  
Pink 
Sorbu  
‘Pink 

Parr   
Persia  

Qui
Flow
Crata  

Qui
Dou   
Cratae      

Qui
Dou  
Crata    

Stra   
Arbut  

Vib
‘Kili  
Vibur   
tome  

Wis

Wiste    

Wiste  
‘Macr

Wiste    

Wiste   
Plena’  

Wiste   
(W.s.  

Wiste   
brachy  
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A stately evergreen shrub with very large glossy architectural leaves that grow to 50cm or more. The fragrant yellow flower
spikes are borne proudly above the leaves throughout the winter months from November until March followed by showy
bunches of deep purple berries that will attract birds. Mahonias make excellent back of border plants and thrive in shady areas
turning them into focal points with their long lasting show of flowers.

These are smaller growing deciduous shrubs grown for the outstanding beauty of their leaves and architectural form, they are
perfect as focal points in gardens of all sizes, especially next to ponds or in containers. Japanese maples need a sheltered spot in
good soil away from strong winds and scorching early morning sun for best results.

An upright growing variety with leaves of deepest purple-red that hold their colour all summer before turning to fiery bright red in
autumn. Makes a great focal point growing slowly to 4 metres.

The lovely rounded, mushroom shaped dwarf Maple with light green filigree leaves that turn to golden and orange hues in
autumn. A perfect focal point, especially for smaller gardens as it grows very slowly to just 2 metres.

A colourful purple form of the dissectum maple growing very slowly into a rounded mushroom shape, perhaps growing to
2metres eventually. The deeply divided filigree foliage is rich purple during to summer months changing to autumn hues of fiery
red before falling.

A bushy spreading shrub with colourful foliage that changes throughout the season, in spring the new foliage is coral red and
orange, especially at the edges contrasting perfectly with the lime green colouring of the older leaves turning to a more golden
colour later in the season, especially in the autumn. Masses of tiny red flowers in spring provide further contrast, grows to
3metres.

This is the coral bark Japanese maple, a plant for all seasons. The characteristic deeply-cut maple like leaves are pale green during
summer before turning to soft canary yellow in the autumn contrasting beautifully with the coral-red bark of the branches, these
becomes more conspicuous in winter making the coral bark maple a great focal point. Grows slowly to 5 metres.

A large striking ornamental variety of Norway maple, the leaves of this handsome deciduous tree unfurl bright purple red
deepening to rich purple during the summer months turning to hues of orange and brown in autumn. The small clusters of yellow
flowers appear with the leaves in spring and are red tinged. A robust tree tolerant of pollution and indifferent soil, a good colourful
screening tree growing up to 25 metres.

Sorbus are small and neat little deciduous trees best known for the beauty of their colourful berries and foliage in autumn.
They are popular with wildlife, especially birds and are easy to grow being tolerant of most soils and situations.

An exceptional small tree with long pinnate glossy green leaves producing attractive clusters of white flowers in late spring.
Over the summer months these develop into large glistening bunches of showy orange-red fruits that contrast with the glowing
red autumn foliage. A great tree for restricted spaces and a good choice for woodland gardens.

The feathery green leaves are composed of many small leaflets making an attractive backdrop to the white flower clusters that
appear in late spring. Over the summer months these develop into creamy white clusters of berries at first before turning to deep
amber yellow in the autumn contrasting well with the red, orange, copper and purple colours of the foliage. The berries persist on
the tree long after the leaves have fallen making this tree a popular stopping point for birds. 10 metres.

A small yet vigorous variety with unusual blue-green pinnate leaves and large clusters of attractive pink tinged flowers appearing
in spring, these are followed by large bunches of persistant and very colourful pink berries. The foliage turns to attractive hues of
orange and red, an easy tree tolerant of most soils and exposed sites. 8 metres.

A delightful small tree, the wavy edged deep green leaves have an attractive red margin to them when young. In autumn the
foliage turns to breath-taking colours of rich crimson, orange and yellow. During late winter and early spring clusters of small
crimson flowers appear. Older trees develop attractive peeling bark similar to a London Plane tree. An easy to grow tree that
usually develops naturally into a multi-stemmed specimen up to 8 metres.

These compact shrubby little trees are closely related to the Hawthorn commonly used for hedging, grown for their profusion of
highly ornamental double flowers in spring they are tolerant of most soils, exposed and coastal sites making them a reliable
addition especially suited to smaller spaces. The flowers contrast nicely against the mid green foliage, they develop into a neat
round headed tree.

A profusion of rich pink double flowers clothe the branches in mid to late spring

Masses of double scarlet flowers in mid to late spring.

A charming small evergreen tree with long pointed glossy dark green foliage that sets off the pendent white flowers that appear in
autumn on older plants. The flowers open at the same time as the strawberry like fruits from the previous year’s flowers mature.
Mature specimens have attractive ‘shaggy’ peeling brown bark on the stems. An excellent garden worthy plant that also does very
well near the coast. 6 metres eventually although its size is often smaller and can be restricted.

An exciting new Viburnum producing pretty white lacecap flowers that sit on the tiered branches of this upright, conical
deciduous shrub during late spring and early summer. The mid green leaves assume fiery autumn tints before falling. A great new
plant for the shrub border named Chelsea Flower Show plant of the year in 2015. Much more upright in growth than other
Viburnums so a great plant for confined spaces.

Successfully cultivating these beautiful climbers to produce their spectacular flowers (and the difficulty of it) is a regular topic of
discussion with gardeners, there are just a few golden rules. Always plant them somewhere sunny in well prepared soil and prune
them a couple of months after flowering back to five or six leaves of new growth to encourage flowerbud while also restricting
their size. Finally, always buy a grafted plant as they will flower from a much younger age and don’t feed it too much. Then you can
enjoy their extravagant sweetly scented racemes of flowers every May and June for very many years to come. These are fantastic
climbers for a sunny spot, or they can be trained up a stout post and pruned as a beautiful standard or ‘lollipop’. We have the
following varieties, all as young grafted plants.

Wisteria floribunda is the Japanese Wisteria, always twining clockwise with beautiful, exceptionally long flower racemes, the
flowers opening in succession at the same time as the leaves unfurl. Wisteria sinensis is the Chinese Wisteria, always twining
anticlockwise with the long flower racemes opening before the leaves, all of the flowers opening simultaneously.

Fragrant Lilac tinted white flowers in long 40-60cm racemes.

Fragrant lilac flowers tinged blue-purple in exceptionally long racemes up to 100cm.

Delicately scented pale rose pink flowers in long racemes.

A delicately scented double flowered Japanese Wisteria, the flowers are violet-purple. A real show stopper when in full flower.

Well scented soft blue-violet flowers in long racemes.

A beautiful variety often called the ‘Silk Wisteria’ producing large racemes of very fragrant white flowers.

30/50CMP 3 LITRE 11.99 9.59

50/60CMP 2 LITRE 14.99 11.99

30/50CMP 2 LITRE 14.99 11.99

30/50CMP 2 LITRE 14.99 11.99

50/60CMP 2 LITRE 14.99 11.99

50/60CMP 2 LITRE 14.99 11.99

100/150CMBR MDN 16.99 13.59
150/200CMP 10 LITRE 28.99 23.49

100/150CMBR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CMP 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CMBR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CMP 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CMBR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CMP 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

30/40CMP 9CM 7.99 6.39
60/90CMP 5 LITRE 19.99 15.99

100/150CMBR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CMP 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

100/150CMBR MDN 15.49 12.39
150/200CMP 10 LITRE 24.99 19.99

15/25CMP 9CM 5.99 4.79
60/90CMP 5 LITRE 19.99 15.99

40/60CMP 3 LITRE 14.99 11.99
90/120CMP 7 LITRE 29.99 23.99

20/40CMP 9CM 10.99 8.99

20/40CMP 9CM 10.99 8.99

20/40CMP 9CM 10.99 8.99

20/40CMP 9CM 10.99 8.99

20/40CMP 9CM 10.99 8.99

20/40CMP 9CM 10.99 8.99

Mahonia Charity 

Maple, Japanese
Acer palmatum

Maple, Bloodgood 
Acer palmatum ‘Bloodgood’

Maple, Dissectum 
Acer palmatum ‘Dissectum’

Maple, Dissectum
Garnet
Acer palmatum dissectum ‘Garnet’

Maple, Orange
Dream
Acer palmatum ‘Orange Dream’

Maple, Sango Kaku 
Acer palmatum 
‘Sango Kaku’

Maple, Crimson
King
Acer platanoides ‘Crimson King’

Mountain Ash
Sorbus

Mountain Ash
Embley
Sorbus ‘Embley’

Mountain Ash
Joseph Rock
Sorbus ‘Joseph Rock’

Mountain Ash
Pink Pagoda
Sorbus pseudohupehensis
‘Pink Pagoda’

Parrotia Persica 
Persian Ironwood

Quickthorn,
Flowering
Crataegus laevigata

Quickthorn,
Double Pink 
Crataegus l. ‘Rosea Flore Pleno’ 

Quickthorn,
Double Red
Crataegus l. ‘Pauls Scarlet’

Strawberry Tree 
Arbutus unedo

Viburnum
‘Kilimanjaro’ 
Viburnum plicatum f.
tomentosum ‘Kilimanjaro’

Wisteria

Wisteria floribunda ‘Alba’ 

Wisteria floribunda
‘Macrobotrys’

Wisteria floribunda ‘Rosea’ 

Wisteria Floribunda ‘Violacea
Plena’ (W.f.’Black Dragon’)

Wisteria sinensis ‘Prolific’
(W.s. ‘Blue sapphire’)

Wisteria venusta (W.
brachybotrys ‘Shiro-kapitan’)
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Per
Metre

Price/plant for qty shown
(All prices exclude VAT)
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